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ATMOSPHERE

Some people are where they belong.
Others search with a belief of entitlement.

Few are in the home they deserve.
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ATMOSPHERE

  C  CHAPTERHAPTER I I

End of a Beginning

ist floated outside the window. A man laid on an

elevated bed. He passed the while musing at the

gentle movement. It was the sole activity which had occupied

the better part of a morning.

M
With  an  expression  of  will  the  image  of  an  animal  was

brought  forth.  A  twinge  of  comfort  shot  through  him  in

recognizing the form. It had last been seen in his youth, though

its name escaped him at the moment.  He was OK with that,

rationalizing:  if  the  name  was  important,  it  would  be

remembered later once his mind no longer dwelled upon the

loss.

Chiding himself, he corrected, “Not lost, misplaced.”

The  thought  relaxed  as  the  shape  passed  and  the  next

entered the window-sized stage.

Though the room resembled a bedroom belonging perhaps

to a small apartment, it was not. The wall-plates of electrical
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outlets  behind the headboard gave the purpose away.  If  any

doubt  remained,  the  small  device  with  a  screen  of  silently

scrolling lines removed it.  This was a hospital  room. Nicely

outfitted, to be sure. Cheery flowers were arranged—some cut,

some live planted. Colors complemented the plush furniture.

On the walls  were pictures  of  a theme.  Some might  say

they were cut from the artist's drop cloth. That would be a fair

observation.  What  resembled  footsteps  crossed  the  largest,

pushing  splotches  of  paint  in  their  passing.  If  that  was  an

accurate description of how the work came into existence, the

walk had occurred a very long time ago, and at a very distant

location. The man in the bed would tell you the history of this

particular piece of art, were you to dare ask and had the better

part  of  an afternoon free  to  attend the telling.  Assuredly,  it

would  be  a  fascinating  hear.  The  man,  after  all,  was  a

professional teller of tales. And, well known at that. It would

be a safe bet to say that through any day at least one of his

compositions  would  be  performed  somewhere—probably  a

recording. But with luck, perhaps a live theater group would be

underway with their rendition of a re-telling.

This day was planned to be a quiet one. The quiet part was

well underway. The morning staff had already been by to do

their  come-and-go prodding.  Later,  after  they brought lunch,

there would be a walk of the local grounds. Then would follow

a bit of work in the afternoon, but not too much. That was the
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official  policy.  Abiding  their  rules  within  sight  of  the  staff

avoided a  later  lecture  from some nurse.  There  was one  in

particular, he appreciated her diligence.

Playing  on  the  staff’s  predictability,  sometimes  he  was

naughty on purpose. This seemed to be an expected role, so he

was happy to oblige. Nurse Abigail would be happier for it,

which  brought  him  happiness  in  return.  Though  she  was

careful  to  hide  her  inner-thoughts  behind  a  stern  face,  the

veneer  was  thin.  It  didn’t  require  much  of  the  old  man’s

professional  training  to  see  through  it.  An  excuse  to  spend

more  time  with  her  special  charge  while  remaining  in  an

official capacity? Or was it that she would disappear back into

the  ether  from which  she  came if  there  wasn’t  a  talking-to

handed out every so often? Her existence or not was up to him.

There was power in that thought.

Were the old man to be invited for a personal visit to her

cell,  he would smile friendly to learn the answer.  Her video

collection  of  his  performances  was  comprehensive.  All

suffered the wear of use. She had her favorites, of course. The

title lettering showed the worrying of fingers across the years.

When she had learned of his pending arrival, there had been

bureaucratic strings pulled and favors called in to be assigned

to his personal staff. It was the culmination of a dedication to

her calling.
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In  public,  professions  require  uniforms,  be  one  medical,

police, or even the faceless business automaton. Perhaps it was

the uniform that provided the mask of autonomy that certain

individuals  desired.  For  these,  the  irony  of  losing  their

individuality  was  a  cheap  bargain  for  losing  moral

responsibility—discarding of inconvenient baggage.

Nurse  Abigail  reclined  in  her  cell,  having  finished  the

morning’s tasks. Privacy of the moment afforded the loosening

of the too tight smock. It had been unbuttoned with a quick

motion when she first came into the room. Her muscle tone did

not  afford  much  in  the  way  of  padding.  The  stiffness  the

costume’s form alluded chafed not only at her skin.

This  break  was  a  respite  until  her  presence  was  again

required. It wouldn’t be until later that time would become her

own.  Then the  smock could  be  hung in  the  closet,  and she

could indulge herself through the evening. A hot bath before

cooling upon the sofa had been the treat promised to herself,

free from the confines the uniform pressed upon her curves.

The scene on the screen before her was frozen. It was the

old man in his former youth. The wry look on his face gave her

pause.  She  had  seen  that  same  look  offered  her  just  this

morning. In her active memory, the lined face flowed into the

taunt skin of the youth before her—the recording. She drew in

a  sharp  breath  from  the  realization.  Her  eyes  immediately
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watered  in  response.  A  tissue  packet  was  retrieved  from  a

pocket in the smock.

The slowly flashing red light that had caused her to pause

the  movie  required  attention.  Reflexively  it  was  pushed  at

while reading the small screen beside. It announced that there

would be a visitor arriving shortly. Prepare to be in attendance,

if required.

It was a silly system, she thought. Of course she would be

available for whatever the man required. Adjusting back into

the cool sofa’s embrace, she looked again at the picture of the

youth before resuming the recording’s playback.

She  spoke  aloud,  “Whatever  is  required,”  while  a  hand

manipulated muscle fibers in a tense shoulder; the other pulled

the smock further open, exploring the thrill of what was now

revealed to the replaying scene on the screen before her.

After a brief interruption attending to demands of the toilet,

the  man  returned  to  bed.  The  window  view  of  the  mist

performance  had remained  fascinating  through  the  morning.

The image of a woman had drifted in. In her wandering, she

turned  to  blow  a  kiss  at  the  voyeur.  The  movement  was

followed with an embrace of herself, rocking to-and-fro, hands

enveloping torso.

“Yes, yes, I know the importance. Leave me be to do this

in my own time. I appreciate the attention, but you don’t need
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to remind me of the agreement. I understand. Have patience.

Your company is sorely missed as well.”

Fog  continued  to  pass,  causing  her  outline  to  fade

indistinct. The visitor was gone, but the memory remained. He

said under his breath, “If it was up to you, you’d rush it and

screw everything up.”

He glanced at a living flower beside the window. It seemed

to have taken on a more cheery, more colorful disposition. The

petals  were  counted  in  succession,  round  and  round.  Each

revolution added up to the same count of petals. The simple

symmetry was found fascinating.

The somewhat cooled bed welcomed back his heat. Needs

of the body had been delayed until they finally won over. Now

returned  from the  toilet,  he sat  on the  edge of  the  bed and

sipped  at  a  freshly  filled  glass,  distracted  in  thought.

Eventually,  a  conclusion  was  arrived  at.  The  glass  was

replaced on the side table, and he pushed back into the pillows

propped  against  the  headboard.  His  mind  stilled  to  silence,

readying to reacquaint with the show.

It  didn’t  take long until  there was a step heard from the

hallway  beyond  the  closed  door.  A  child’s  voice  spoke.

Though the sound was muffled, there was a pleading tone to it.

A  woman’s  voice  answered  in  reproach.  She  tried  to  quiet

scolding  words,  restraining  the  sharp  edge  of  the  accents.
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Though  the  old  man’s  eyes  remained  on  the  window,  his

attention was focused on the voices. With a sigh, he resigned

himself to the unfolding of the next scene. After all, it was he

who had played this role before—an actor’s fantasy played as a

life.  Peace  had  been  made  with  that  long  ago.  It  was  a

necessary  allowance  to  maintain  one’s  sanity  through  the

repetition.

He had anticipated  their  entrance.  The  reaction  of  being

disturbed  was  an  act  performed  for  those  entering.  Such  a

response would have been expected. It was dutifully provided.

The woman entered first. Each scanned the other neutrally,

eyes  drawn into  an  emotionless  greeting.  The  moment  was

broken by the distraction of a young man entering in her wake.

The old man’s eyes lit up at the sight of the other, though the

younger looked only to the floor where his mother’s feet had

been.  As the woman continued across the room,  her neutral

look changed to a slight frown as the destination approached.

She  reached  towards  the  pillows  he  leaned  against  and

attempted to fluff them up. The man leaned forward so that she

could complete the task. It wasn’t until she was satisfied that

she stepped back.

The man leaned into the pillows. “Thank you, Greta.”

“Father,” said the woman.

The man turned to the boy. “How does the day find you,

Jimmy?”
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The  boy  didn’t  respond.  He  continued  to  look  at  the

dustless floor under the bed.

“Answer your Grandfather, James.”

Still, no response.

Karl watched the boy’s discomfort. His eyes began to water

from sympathy he shared but was at loss how to communicate.

Greta shifted her posture. “Tell him what you did today.”

He looked at his mother.

“Go ahead.”

“I, ah…”

“He performed a song. One of yours. Did it in front of an

audience.”

“It wasn’t a big audience.”

Karl, “I have found size irrelevant. The important question

is, was it fun? Did you enjoy yourself?”

“I don’t know. Maybe.”

“He had a bit of the nerves, at first.”

“That’s OK. I get them too, Jimmy. Keeps one honest and

sincere in their performance. That’s what I think. The advice I

give to myself to get through such moments is to relax and let

the practice take over.”

“I hope to feel like that someday, but I was nervous, like

Mom said.”

“Butterflies fluttering a dance in your stomach, eh?”
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He looked at the boy for a moment, evaluating. A decision

was  reached.  To  start  up  the  conversation  again,  he  asked,

“What was the song?”

“Sing it for your Grandfather.”

“Please, don’t make me.”

“I’ve an idea. Look at this,” Karl said, indicating the large

painting. “Imagine this is the first time you have seen it.”

“This is the first time I have seen it.”

“Well, good. So, that will be easy for you. Now imagine

the artist was in a hurry to start the next work. He was a busy

man. This one”—a wave of the hand at the piece—“was in the

way, so it was dragged across the room to a far wall. Yelling at

his assistant, who he hadn’t noticed was standing right beside

him,  he  complained  that  a  ladder  was  needed  to  hang  the

corners  up.  The  assistant  bounded off  to  fetch  one,  passing

careful by the artwork.

“After  a  brief  interlude,  he  returned  with  a  ladder.  The

artist was instantly furious, as the ladder was much too short.

He shouted, ‘You fool! This is a stepladder!’

“The assistant ran away dodging a hail of brushes and paint

pots hurled after him.  The artist  yelled,  ‘Do not return until

you have found a proper ladder!’

“The studio calmed down as the artist waited. He imagined

his next work—how important it would be, the accolades that

would be lavished upon his studio, and him in particular. He

spied a roll of canvas and the empty frame to stretch it upon. A
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worry began to take root,  a fret  that  it  would take too long

before  the  work  could  commence.  That,  horror,  he  was

beginning  to  lose  inspiration.  He  found  a  sketchpad  on  a

nearby table, and then looked out the door; the assistant still

hadn’t returned. The pad was opened and a bit of charcoal was

found in a grease smudged pocket. He began to sketch.

“It began as broad strokes, wide and powerful. The initial

movements  refined  as  the  image  began  to  emerge.  He  had

become so involved in the profound insight that the return of

the assistant was not noticed.

“But the assistant noticed. He hurried over with the ladder,

stumbling several times, the noise of which distracted the artist

from  his  revelry.  The  anticipation  of  praise  at  his

resourcefulness was dashed by the horrible shrieking the artist

directed at him.

“See, in the enthusiasm for his master’s approval, he had

walked directly across the wet paint of the masterpiece laying

on the floor.

“Crestfallen, they hung the work up anyway. The assistant

apologized profusely as they stepped back. But the look on the

artist’s  face  rendered  the  other  dumbstruck.  The  artist  was

happy,  quite  so.  He  confided  that,  prior,  he  had  not  been

satisfied with the work. That it lacked drama, the pizzazz that

he was known for. He had been at a loss how to introduce the

necessary movement. The work would have been set aside.
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“Now though, with the introduction of the footprints, it was

complete. That made him ecstatically happy, and he knew just

the  buyer  for  it.  This  was  exactly  what  they  would  be

interested in. They didn’t know it yet, of course, but he could

bring  them around,  convince  them,  now that  this  work  was

majestically complete.”

Karl leaned back, closing his eyes. “What do you think of

the story, Jimmy?”

“I’m not sure. Is that how it happened?”

He looked brightly at the boy. “Sure, as it was told to me,

word for word.”

Greta rolled her eyes from behind the boy’s back.

Karl didn’t react, but he added, “More or less.”

Before an awkward silence could descend, he said, “Now,

Jimmy, draw in a deep breath. Fill your lungs with the fumes

of paint from the assistant’s boots and belt me out that song of

yours.”

“It was your song originally.”

“Any song you sing with conviction becomes your own.”

Jimmy  stepped  to  move  a  foot  behind  for  balance.  His

hands relaxed at his sides. While looking at the painting,  he

began. The first notes were deep, seemingly below what the

boy could manage, but they were projected strong; his focus

was intense and relaxed at  the same time.  Unlike earlier,  he

was not nervous.
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Karl realized that Jimmy wasn’t as young as he appeared.

His features were boyish, though actually, he was a young man

—a young man on the cusp of maturity.

The  flowing  sound  continued  to  carry  Karl’s  thoughts,

floating away, traveling with the artwork from his story, back

to when it was first presented to him by his wife, Julie. It had

been acquired from the family of a deceased collector.  Julie

remained after the estate sale to visit socially with them. It was

related  how  the  piece  came  into  existence.  The  story’s

quaintness had amused her, though she confided, it had been

purchased  because  a  wall  needed  busying  up  and  the

dimensions worked. Knowing nods were passed around. A few

other pieces in a similar style remained. A question was asked,

‘Perhaps she had other walls in need of entertainment?’ She

politely  declined,  saying  there  was only  the  one.  When the

mood was upon her, she could be tactful.

The song brought memory of Julie as she had been. She

was with him. A flash of her eyes was followed by the pleasant

laughter of her voice. His name was spoken. Hers crossed his

lips silently.

Jimmy had no idea, nor did Greta, that he had written the

song inspired by opposing forces: the lament he felt from her

loss, while not allowing sadness to dim her memory. Through

music, he had sculpted the emotion into a joyful celebration of

life.
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The  last  of  the  song  wound  down.  Jimmy  remained

involved with the painting. Greta, though, was concerned for

Karl, who was silently weeping. She reached for him, but he

tried to wave her away without disturbing Jimmy’s revelry—to

no avail.  The young man turned toward his Grandfather.  He

too had tears.

“That was lovely, Jimmy. I have never heard it sung so. It

was as lovely as the subject that inspired it.”

“You must have loved her very much.”

“I did. Still do. Come here. I need to feel your hug.”

The boy fell into him.

“You too, Greta. We both need you.”

Stiffness left  her  face upon hearing  this.  It  was replaced

with a warm peacefulness as she too fell into the hug.

She said into his ear, “I miss Mother.”

“I know you do, Daughter.  And she misses you too.  She

needs to hear that from you. It would make me very happy if

my girls were at peace with each other.”

“I do want you to be happy.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER II II

Two for OneTwo for One

immy had been staring at the space under the bed. How

spotlessly lint free it was. Mom had been after him to

not keep anything under his bed for the dust bunnies to nest in.

He tried not to. He really did, but sometimes he forgot.  The

bunnies were quick at their multiplication. By the time Mom’s

reminder came they would be well under way. He knew the

remedy.  Mom  would  watch  without  comment  when  the

vacuum was retrieved from the pantry.  He did his best.  She

knew that, teaching him the satisfaction to be found in chasing

the lint balls, causing them to disappear up the hose. It was a

game.

J

After the vacuum was returned there would be a glass of

milk and a plate with a large cookie on it waiting for him on

the kitchen table. He would take a large drink. Returning the

glass to the table, the milk mustache he had intentionally made

was revealed. Mom would look up to acknowledge his antic.
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There  was  a  brief  smile  exchanged  between  the  two.

Exchanges like this were the force that bonded the molecules

of their relationship. It was their way.

Jimmy  looked  up  to  see  his  Grandfather,  Karl,  and  his

Mom, Greta, were staring at him. The background murmur of

their  conversation  that  had  lulled  him  into  daydream  had

paused. There was an answer to a question that was expected

of him.

As the boy’s attention returned,  Karl  smiled warmly.  He

asked, “So, it would be OK with you to extend your visit, stay

awhile with me here?”

Jimmy looked to his Mom. Her expression was neutral. He

could not divine from her the expected answer.

Karl continued, “Greta would like to attend to some things

of  importance  to  her.  I  thought  this  would  be  an  excellent

opportunity to get to know each other properly.  As you can

see, I am not busy here. Nurse Abigail would not allow that.”

That comment was directed at the named woman who had

just  passed  the  open  doorway.  Her  movement  had  been

purposefully  directed,  or  so  it  appeared.  Karl  wasn’t  fooled

though.  He  had  an  expert  eye  for  such  things.  She  was

checking  in,  measuring  the  status  of  how the  visitors  were

effecting her charge. Discrete, of course, so the observer would

not disturb the observed. Karl’s aimed comment had tripped

her up though,  causing a linger  in the fall  of  her  next step.
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Indistinguishable to most. To Karl, however, it was amplified.

He made a mental note to step up the innuendo pace in their

next private banter.

Jimmy,  “So  she  has  time  alone  to  think  without  me

interrupting?”

“Huh?”  It  was  Karl  who  had  been  woolgathering  now.

However, he was quick to keep the conversation on his side.

“Well…” another delay word while thoughts aligned. Then it

came to him: two for one could be bought in this transaction.

Karl said a bit loudly, for the eavesdropper's benefit, “That

would be OK with you, wouldn’t it Nurse Abigail?”

She replied automatically, “I can have the adjoining room

made up.”

Her next thought was the realization that he had known she

had  been  aside  the  door,  listening.  She  entered  the  room.

“Lucky you caught me in passing. I just have a moment. But,

yes. We can make the arrangements.”

Reviewing the three in the room for further clues, she said,

“I will be happy to see to it personally.”

Greta had continued to scrutinize a cut flower arrangement.

Jimmy had resumed the under-bed study.

It was Karl who had Nurse Abigail’s full attention. And she

had his. He was beaming with a wide smile. The intensity of it

took her aback. The power of speech escaped her; trapped was

she in the headlights of that man’s eyes.

Jimmy, “You have already arranged this, haven’t you?”
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Karl and Nurse Abigail smiled sheepishly at each other.

Jimmy  noticed  the  connected  communication  between

them. He said, “That is fine. I do want to talk with you about

some things. Mom needs time to sort herself out in meatspace.”

He  didn’t  see  Nurse  Abigail’s  sharp  look,  as  he  was

anticipating a reaction from his Grandfather. However, to his

disappointment,  Karl’s  smiling  eyes  remained  unwavering

upon his  Grandson.  Nurse  Abigail  looked  on with  concern,

uncertainty in her eyes.

“That  would  be  splendid.  Thank  you  for  your

understanding, Nurse.”

Jimmy  looked  up  to  see  where  Karl’s  attention  was

directed.  He  followed  it  to  the  receiving  woman.  The

interaction between them was confusing.

The moment lingered on until she could no longer stand it.

She blurted out, “I’ll just see to a few arrangements, shall I?”

As no response was forthcoming, she turned to go. There

was more to be said, but the words suddenly pouring forth in

her head were a jumble. If she gave voice to them, they would

come out as garbled nonsense—an embarrassment she would

later regret. The man had done it with a look: she was exposed,

naked before him. Not the memory of a man out of time in a

video, but the actual living one. Frightening, but thrilling. Both

emotions passed into her from the remembrance of what she

had done before the recording this day, and her plans for the

evening. Her hands were shaking as she turned to leave.
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Once  out  in  the  hallway,  out  of  sight  from  the  room’s

occupants—out of sight of him—she clutched at her sides to

stop the shaking. Order must be restored to her persona before

she crossed the nurse station.  Others mustn’t  see her  in this

flushed state. This personal insight was not allowed to them.

Greta gave voice to the silence filling the room. “I best be

off  then  too.  Things  look  to  be  well  in  hand  with  your

Grandfather.” She bent to hug her son. Tears were beginning to

well  up.  She  whispered,  “You  should  trust  in  his

arrangements.”

Standing back stiffly upright, she reached for the old man’s

hand. A drop fell upon the back of it. She tried to be brief with

their contact, but he did not release her.

He said, “You will do right in your decision, for others, but

also for yourself. I know you will see to it.”

She tried to pull away.

“This will not be our final parting.” Satisfied, he released

her. She immediately leaned in and kissed him on the cheek,

which, when she drew back, was left salty wet.

“Sorry,” she said. A tissue was plucked from the box on the

bed-stand.

He let her mop at his face before saying, “Upon our next

meeting I will be returned to glorious form. Know that my first

performance will be in celebration of the joy you have brought
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to my heart,  and your mother’s. Always you remain with us,

regardless of how you decide.”

The tissue had been folded into a neat square.  A portion

was used to mop at each of her eyes as they remained upon

him.

She said abruptly, “Father,” and pivoted towards the door.

She was gone in a few strides.

The  door  closed  silently  behind  her.  Karl  wouldn’t

acknowledge  the  stare  of  Jimmy;  instead  he  continued  to

contemplate the woman’s exit and the now closed door.

Jimmy  was  disappointed  by  the  lack  of  immediate

attention. He interrupted, “You have feelings for her?”

“Hmm…  What?”  Karl  delayed,  confused  with  the

ambiguous pronoun.

“The nurse.”

“Ah. It is just a show, you know. Her gruff exterior. It is

our little game. Some intrigue to pass the time. Actually, Joni

—”

“Who?”

“Nurse Abigail—”

“So you do have feelings for her.”

“—is a Newly, from last year’s arrival. There is a natural

aptitude that was brought to my attention. Unbeknownst, she

was plucked from the group. Provided an opportunity suitable

to her station. The rest is all Joni.”
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He paused to review the effect  of  his  words.  The young

man’s  attention  had  been  focused.  There  had  been

comprehension. It was a misdirection, of course, but skillfully

spoken. Truth was for another time.

Karl continued to spin words, “Your intuition is astute. I

have  grown  fond  of  her.  She  inspires  memories  of  The

Before.”

Jimmy pulled a chair over. Karl scrunched further upright

against the pillows.

After  both  were comfortably  settled  in,  he  continued,  “I

have this reoccurring image of a mouse in costume leading a

giraffephant among many in a parade. The great beast follows

the small one led by a tiny rope of braided gold fibers.”

“Grandfather, a what? A ‘giraffephant?’ What is that?”

“Oh!  Haven’t  you learned of  the beasts  of  Old Terra  in

your studies? Don’t they teach that anymore?”

“Certainly. But I have never heard of such a thing.”

“The last  of  them were gone before my departure.  Even

longer, well before I was born. There were books and films, of

course. I remember marveling at their immensity. They were

yellow with black splotches. Stripes ran along their long necks.

The length of which was matched by their nose, which ran like

a  gray  snake  reaching  to  the  ground.  That  snake  was  so

powerful it  could rip huge trees from the ground—roots and

all. After dashing the tree back to the ground they would raise

that snake high into the air  to trumpet  an exultant blast,  the
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sound of which would strike mortal terror in any enemy. Such

terror would cause them to fall to the ground shivering in fear,

pleading for mercy from the great beast.”

Karl took a breath to review the attention of his Grandson,

who remained in polite silence. Pleased,  he continued, “And

here was a mouse, the meekest animal in the forest, dressed in

a comical costume uniform of red with gold piping.  His hat

was so tall  as  to  double  the  little  fella’s  height.  It  was he,

leading the mightiest, by a delicate braided rope.”

Karl  reclined  deep  into  the  pillows,  awaiting  his

Grandson’s reaction.

Jimmy took a moment to allow for any further elaboration.

When it was clear there would be none, an expression crossed

his face. Two, in fact. The first had a rather analytical look.

His eyes narrowed, as did his lips.

Karl watched the progress attentively.

Then, Jimmy’s eyes opened wide as if in shock from the

realization. He burst out in a howl of laughter.

The emotion was so sincere that it caught Karl by surprise;

however, it was only a few heartbeats until he caught up with

Jimmy, joining him in laughter.

Jimmy leaned in and embraced the old man, snuggling his

head in deep.

Tears were streaming down both of their faces when he sat

back into the chair. Wiping at them with his forearm, he said,
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“Of course you know there was no such beast as a giraffephant,

don’t you?”

“Yes. But wouldn’t it have been fun if there had been?”

“I am infected, Grandfather. I see the giraffephant exactly

as you described, pounding through the deep grass. He stops

before a dense forest. Raising his great snake of a nose, he calls

out  to  all  those  within.  Shouting:  Heed my immensity  with

respect. Shudder in fear of my displeasure.”

“And the mouse? What of his mouse attendant?”

“He rides atop, at the shoulders, on a saddle of dark brown

leather.  It  is  a  simple  throne,  without  ornamentation—as

appropriate. The red hat is fixed tightly to his head with a strap

beneath his chin.”

“Thus his tall hat is secure. Yes. I see them both. I am glad

for  that.  It  is  my  gift  to  you  this  fine  day.  A  gift  for  the

pleasure of your company.”

“I am grateful, Grandfather.” He squeezed at the old man’s

mottled hand.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER III III

LeakageLeakage

arl put the glass upon the tray. The nurse had been

hovering,  waiting  for  him to  finish  so the  meal

remnants could be cleared away. Jimmy had eaten quickly—as

young  people  tend  to  do.  Karl,  on  the  other  hand,  had

progressed with a leisurely pace. All the more so to make the

nurse wait, a simple excuse for her to remain in the room. Karl

was onto her:  though she played at  impatience,  actually  she

enjoyed the lingering moment.

K

“What do you think, Jimmy, shall we go into the garden to

continue our talk?”

Nurse Abigail had moved with efficiency, swooping in on

the  tray,  sliding  it  onto  a  lower  shelf  in  her  cart.  Karl’s

question had been timed to when she stood upright. Her back

was to them both. A towel was being refolded.

“What about you, Nurse? Care to join us? See that I don’t

engage in any roughhousing with my Grandson?”
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She put the towel atop a stack of others and turned. “I don’t

know if that is appropriate.”

“Ah, c’mon. Bending a little won’t break you.” He thought

for a moment,  before saying under his breath, “Unless that’s

what you want.”

“I am sorry, what?”

“I said, ‘You can supervise.’”

Her  brief  confusion  was  replaced  immediately  with

analysis. “I am finished with my shift—”

“Atta girl.”

“You would have me supervise?”

“Or join in, as you wish. We would be delighted for your

company. Right, Jimmy?”

He looked  at  the  Nurse,  who  was  unsure  for  the  boy’s

response. His smiling face relaxed her.

“Sure.  But Nurse Abigail  seems too formal of a name to

take into a garden.”

She spoke to the boy’s charm without thought, “I am Joni.

Please, call me Joni.”

“Hi Joni. That is a nice name. Has a pleasant ring to it.”

Karl, “Suave, Jimmy. Very suave.”

“I know where he gets that from,” she joked.

Karl looked at her a moment before saying, “Hmm… May

I call you Joni as well?”

“You better,  Karl!” The words had come out before they

could be stopped. A guilty look flashed across her face. She
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quickly looked behind her, out the open door. The corridor had

been empty.

“Have no fear, Joni. I have some sway here at this facility.”

He  stood  up  from  the  table.  “So  it’s  decided  then?  If  the

informalities are complete, shall we go?”

They followed him silently,  in tow.  Beyond the building

grounds, across the grass. Approaching the forest edge, a dark

path emerged. It was edged by deep ferns under a canopy of

tall  trees.  Further  along,  the  trees  became more  sparse,  but

greater in growth. Karl led them along the way. Old trees, in

fantastic shapes coping with their  station made up the forest

grove.  Piercing  the dim,  light  of  a clearing  was ahead.  The

warmth was striking as they entered.  Karl  crossed to the far

side to sit on a bench in the sun. Joni immediately took a seat

beside him.

Jimmy walked further to stand in the deep grass. He slowly

turned to take in the opening and the surrounding forest.  He

leaned back to see the canopy top.

Turning to his Grandfather,  an enthusiastic smile was on

his face.

Karl said,  “I know. Wonderful,  isn’t  it? I  feel that every

time I’m here.”

Jimmy was at a loss for words.

“The view is nice from here as well. Come. Sit,” he said,

patting at the bench seat.
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Jimmy sat close, snuggling against Karl,  who said, “Now

this is a favorite sandwich.”

Joni realized that she was also sitting in close contact and

that the comment was directed at her as well.

“Oh.  Sorry.  Please  forgive  my  familiarity,”  she  said

stiffening;  she  scooted  over.  “It’s  just  that  the  view  is  so

overwhelming. I have not ventured off the grounds before.”

“Please, relax Joni.  Both of you are comfort  to me. You

wouldn't want to deprive an old man of that, would you?”

The warmth of his smile disarmed her reflex before further

apologies  could be uttered.  Confusion fluttered  in  her  belly,

directing her attention inward.

“I want to share with you how things came to be. Hopefully

the telling will be entertaining and not just informative. How

you feel afterwards will help us to decide our direction. Or at

least  what  our  appetite  will  be  for  supper.  Before  I  begin,

perhaps you have a question or two?”

Jimmy, “This forest. The trees are from old Terra?”

“In a way, yes.”

“There is so much diversity.”

“I  know.  Amazing  how  living  systems  organize  their

individual  niches  into  a  unifying  whole.  It  took  a  bit  of

cleverness and much work at first. But now, the Terrarium is

self sustaining, in perpetual. The surrounding is composed of a

nanostructure—”

“It is so vast.”
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“I know. The nanostructure is a single gossamer fabric. It

begins in the depths below and soars to the heights above. It

emerges  beyond  the  ground  fog  to  allow  for  the  brilliant

filtered light of this sun.”

“There are clouds inside!”

“Indeed.  There  is  weather.  Wind.  Storms  even,  as  the

micro-climate demands.”

“How?”

“I am responsible for bringing this construct into existence,

but not its manufacture. There is much I can tell. Some bits I

even understand. Much I do not. That was Julie’s doing for the

most part.”

Joni, “Your wife?”

“Yes.”

“The idea for the need of this structure came to me when I

discovered the Ingot Library. Only a few notes from a couple

symphonies had been performed: a few silly houseplants, a few

companion  animals.  The  rest  of  the  Library  had  been

neglected, entirely forgotten—”

Jimmy, “Ingots. The recorded essence of a living form.”

“Exactly.  All  the Old Terra  forms,  as known during  the

survey.  Living  or  extracted.  Its  compilation  was a  religious

calling, so to speak. The life work of many people. The irony

of the utter lack of interest upon the Library’s arrival was lost

on the populace of ghosts. A man I knew long ago called them

ghosts. That’s a harsh curse. It has proved accurate though.
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“Anyway,  what  was lost  I  found.  Rescued actually.  The

space  it  occupied  was  scheduled  to  be  reclaimed.  Can  you

believe that?”

Waving a hand, he said, “They were just going to destroy

this potential. Clever Julie reprocessed the Library entirely so

that  it  occupied  virtually  no  space  at  all.  A small  part  was

extracted. What you see before you is some of it.”

He sat back, observing a timid deer step out of the dark. It

blinked big eyes in the light’s brightness. The three were still,

barely  breathing.  But  it  was  enough.  The  deer’s  big  ears

located them. Its head swiveled. A few blinks to focus, a few

moments to calculate, and then it bounded across the clearing

to disappear on the other side.

“Amazing,” Jimmy said.

“Yes.” Karl pushed a foot at the ground. “It was the soil

and the little  critters  that  inhabit  it—the micro-fauna.  Those

were the hard questions.  Once they were solved, the macro-

fauna followed.”

“Nematodes, right?”

“Yes.  And bacteria,  fungi.  All  sorts  of  tiny  critters.  The

very small  are not obvious; however,  their  vast  number and

diversity  are  vitally  important  to  every  living  system,  this

forest, or our bodies.”

Silence settled across the three. A wind blew through the

trees. The labor of a distant wood pecker echoed.
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Jimmy, “What is True Death?”

“Ah…” Karl said, sighing. “That’s quite a topic. You are

worried about your mother? Did she talk with you about that?”

“No. But I overheard her. She is very sad.”

“Yes. The others in her group are gone. She wasn’t allowed

to leave when they departed.  The time approaches when she

could, if that is her desire.”

“I  don’t  understand.  Why  would  she  want  to  leave  us?

Why?”

“Complicated. That is a big question. It is distantly related

to  what  I  wanted  to  share.  Perhaps  with  more  background,

understanding will come? Or perhaps not. It is unclear to me.”

He turned to  the  woman beside him.  She stared straight

ahead. A statue sitting on a bench came to mind.

“Joni, you have been quiet. Is everything OK?”

“Just listening.”

“Listening?  Listening  is  good.  That  is  a  talent  which

alludes me, as some have reminded—on occasion.”

“That, I cannot imagine,” she said.

Laughing  heartily,  he  managed  to  get  out,  “Factual.  I

swear.”

Jimmy looked across the man, his Grandfather Karl, to the

woman dressed in a tight smock. ‘Abigail,  Joanna,  RN’ was

imprinted  on  the  badge  pinned  at  the  curve  above  her  left

breast.  He contemplated the transition of her name to ‘Joni,’

thinking that name more appropriate to her personality.
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She saw where the boy was staring, which caused a brief

crossing of her eyebrows before she realized it was her name

badge that had his attention. Her face relaxed.

Karl nudged at his grandson. “What? No joking from you?

You  should  have  a  good  chuckle  before  I  begin  my  next

diatribe.”

Jimmy looked up to see Joni smiling sweetly at him. He

quickly  looked  away  to  the  ground  before  her  smile  was

reflected in his face.

She said, “Too late, Jimmy. Got ya! My smile has infected

you. So cute!”

“I get shy with girls.”

“That’s OK. I get nervous too, with cute boys.”

“But I don’t get nervous with boys!”

“You  missed  her  point,  Jimmy.  She  called  you  cute.

Worked it right in there. Clever girl.”

Karl  continued,  while  looking  at  Joni,  “Just  be  careful

when you choose to stare. Try not to be obvious, or at least

don’t get caught. Otherwise, you’ll need to be quick with an

appropriate witty compliment.”

“You always have been a quick one, haven’t you Karl?”

“See Jimmy, didn’t I tell you? A right clever girl, this one

is. ‘Quick.’ Har–har!”

“I don’t get it,” Jimmy protested.
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Karl was about to add a comment.  His mouth was ready,

but  the  words  were  held  back;  discretion  was  called  for

concerning the young man.

While  this  inner-debate  reconciled,  Joni  had  slid  closer.

Sudden  awareness  of  the  contact  caused  Karl  to  sit  up

straighter.

She reviewed the side of his face, down his neck. His skin

seemed taunter.  Youthful.  More tanned,  even.  A dizzy spell

beckoned her face towards his shoulder, to feel the warmth of

this man. There would be pleasure in the sensation. Her body

desired this. Acknowledgment brought upon immediate guilt.

She revived herself  with  several  stern blinks.  The urge was

resisted.

Jimmy kicked some forest-fluff  further  under  the  bench.

Satisfied  that  his  foot  had served as a  disruption,  he asked,

“Wasn’t there something you wanted to tell us?”

Joni stiffened. Had the boy read the tumult of her mind?

The  sigh  emanating  from  Karl  brought  relief  that  Jimmy’s

comment was directed at him.

“Yes I did. You’ll be glad for that laugh earlier.”

A deep breath  was taken.  The sigh repeated.  “Have you

thought of the nature of death? Of what happens after we die?

Of what our existence is when we are alive?”

Jimmy stammered, “Ah…”

Joni pulled away from him, surprised at how far she had

been leaning in. Her body had been deceiving her, only playing
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at acquiescing. She squirmed at the physical process occurring.

The movement only made it worse. How hot she had become,

the cooling air on the now unconnected flesh tingled. The rush

of blood in her cheeks throbbed.

Words came out of their own volition, a desperate attempt

from the brain to cover for her confusion, reclaim control of

her misbehaving body, “Now Karl, is that an appropriate topic

for a little boy?”

“Jimmy?”

“It’s alright. I have thought about these questions before. I

didn’t find any of the answers satisfying.”

“That’s  perfectly  understandable.  My  knowledge  hasn’t

proved satisfying either, the Why or How. But I can give you

descriptions.”

“The What?”

“Yes, ‘The What.’”

Joni looked over to Jimmy, catching him out. He quickly

looked to the ground. He had been looking at her smock, but

this time not at the name tag. Instead, he wondered at the shape

beneath that pushed curves into the stiff garment.

A comical tight smile with a headshake was her response

realizing  Jimmy wasn’t  so much a boy as he was a curious

young man. A thought flickered through her head before she

suppressed it  as being  wildly  inappropriate:  she enjoyed his

attention in this manner.

Karl, “Focus, you two. I want to begin.”
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Each received a hand from him that mussed at their hair in

concert, and then he began.

“You know when the sun goes down, this forest is visible

in a different light. Night light. Shapes and colors are not the

same as what we see in the day; however, they are related, one

and the same.

“Imagine we could now turn off the Night light. Illuminate

the world without light. What would we see?”

Joni, “Absent of light? Blackness. Utter blackness.”

Jimmy,  “Would  objects  glow  from  internal  chemical

illumination, like fireflies do?”

“Yes, exactly, fireflies. That they do. But there is more in

this twilight. It too is a related world—one and the same. And

yet, in some ways it is quite different. It can be a passage. A

gap between the worlds, Twilight.

“When the living cease to live, in the Twilight they become

fixed to the spot where the transition occurred. Regardless of

what has happened in the Light or Dark, in the Twilight they

remain, immovable. Something else happens at the moment of

transition.  A luminous cocoon emerges. It is connected at an

angle of 45 degrees. The condition of the cocoon is a direct

reflection of the health and life of the person. How densely the

fibers interweave. How richly they glow. The colors.”

Karl paused to allow for a response.
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Joni complied. “Is what you said all allusion? Outline of a

story, perhaps? Because if taken literally, I find it a bit much.”

He continued to look off into the short distance across the

clearing, to where the deer had bounded off. Joni’s words died

in the silence.

“What do you think, Jimmy?”

The boy fidgeted in his seat before answering.

“It does sound like a movie treatment.”

“I know. It does sound like the beginnings of one, doesn’t

it?” He moved, reaching into a flat pocket. “Here. Let me show

you.”

His hand emerged with a shiny black box. In his other was

a ring of keys. From the set, he picked an ornate silver key. It

was directed towards the box, but then he hesitated, as through

unsure. Confusion crossed his eyes and his head began to move

back and forth slowly in the negative.

“No. That’s the wrong one.”

He shuffled the keys around the ring to pick a small plain

one. Holding it before them, his eyes lit up.

“Could you hold this, please?” he asked Jimmy, indicating

the box. “Careful, as it is slippery from what it contains.”

The boy held  it  in  both  hands,  a  concentrated  look  was

upon his face. For a moment, the box seemed to want to jump

out from his fingers’ grasp. Karl quickly put his hand upon the

lid to frustrate the flight.

“See?”
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Jimmy’s eyes lit in surprise.

There  was  a  smile  from  Joni  in  response  to  what  she

perceived as a small act of magic.

Karl, like a showman, held up the key, flourishing it before

his audience, each in turn.

After they gave sufficient acknowledgment, he brought the

key to the box. He lingered before inserting it to give each a

mischievous look. Satisfied, he said, “At this moment, you will

remember, your childhood was lost.” Looking fully at Joni, he

said, “Both of you.”

The key was already in the box. It was given several turns.

There was a distant echo, the sound of a massive bolt being

drawn back against a heavy door. His other hand rested atop

the box,  as if  adding weight  to  keep the now free  lid  from

bursting open. His eyes remained excitedly transfixed by what

was about to happen. The audience shared the same look.

Opening the box in a single motion, his other hand dived

in, seeking the contents before it could escape.

Jimmy tightened his grip.

A surprised look came upon Karl’s face. As each corner of

the box was felt, the confusion grew.

“It’s not here,” he said, quietly. After repeating the search

of each corner, he said again, this time loudly, “It’s not here!”

His hand withdrew.

Nodding to Jimmy, he took back the box. The concerned

look on the boy’s face was a trigger for the next step.
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“Joni, hold out your hands.”

She did, offering them reflexively to Karl.

“No. Cup them, as if you are catching dripping water.”

He upended the box, shaking it. There was an expectation

of something falling into her waiting hands.

Nothing emerged. Karl shook the box several more times,

tapping at the upended bottom. Still, nothing.

“Huh,” he grunted, confused.

He  brought  the  box  up  to  his  face  and  peered  into  the

opening with a single eye, squinting exaggeratedly.

Bringing the box to his lips, he said, “Hello in there!”

The box echoed back, “Hello is there!”

“Silly box. I said, ‘in,’ not ‘is.’” Karl turned, winking to

Joni, then to Jimmy.

He repeated, “Hello. In. There!”

This time there was no echo.

A confused look crossed Karl’s face.

He tried again. “Hello in there? Anybody home?”

No echo. He held the box to his ear. No response.

He  held  the  box  to  Jimmy’s  ear.  It  promptly  answered,

“Hello in there?”

Jimmy moved back in surprise.

Karl nodded his head knowingly.

He offered the box to Joni’s ear. She pulled back.

“It’s OK. Give a listen. I’m sure nothing will happen.”
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As she relaxed and the box moved toward her, he said, “At

least I think nothing.”

Her eyes darted sidelong at him, but it was too late. The

box emitted, “Is anybody home?”

She jumped back in shock.

“Guess I was wrong. Has been known to happen.”

“But that’s not what you said,” Jimmy whispered.

Karl matched his voice, “Silly box has been known to get

things  sometimes  wrong.”  He  paused  as  if  contemplating

before adding, “too.”

He reached into the box and retrieved a metal ball the size

of his thumb. It had a deep red luster.

“Ah-ha! There you are!” He held up the ball before each of

them, in turn. “See what I mean? It was in there all along.”

With a flip of his wrist, the ball was flung away. It should

have  sailed  across  the  clearing  from  how hard  it  had  been

flung. However, it hung in the air just before them, well within

reach.

“Silly ball. It does that sometimes. Especially when it takes

a liking to those around. Has a sentimental streak, you know?

Go ahead. Pet it. It likes attention.”

Jimmy reached out  immediately.  He touched at  the  ball,

running a finger across its surface.

“It’s warm,” he said, and withdrew.

Joni sat there.
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Karl gave her a nudge, “Well, c’mon, pretty lady. Perhaps

the ball likes you too.”

She leaned forward. A finger reached out from a reluctant

hand. It touched at the surface.

“Oh! It vibrates tingly. Like an electric shock.”

“Interesting observation,” Karl commented.

After she withdrew, he said, “Let’s see how it is with me.

I’m sure it will be OK. We are old friends.”

As he  reached forward,  the  ball  alluded  his  contact.  He

tried again. Same result.

After several attempts, he pleaded, “Ah, c’mon. Please?”

Jimmy laughed at the antics of Karl chasing after the ball.

A second hand was slyly introduced. The first hand caused

the ball to move. The second hand shot out. “Got cha!”

Joni joined in the laughter.

Karl  tuned his hand over,  palm up to reveal  the trapped

prey.

But it wasn’t there. It was a different object.

“A yo-yo! It’s the same color!” Jimmy exclaimed.

“Well, by gosh. You are right! It is a red yo-yo. How about

that. Tricky ball escaped me after all. Left this in its place. I

wonder if it works.”

He let it fall from his hand, yanking at the string. It spun at

the end. “Ah–huh.”

A quick jerk and it was back in his hand. “So far so good.”
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Another fall. He brought it back up, joined with the other

hand, forming the string into a triangle. The yo-yo rocked in

the middle.

“That look right to you? Sorry. Let me try again.”

He let the shape fall away. With a jerk it was back up. A

second movement had the yo-yo suspend within a square.

“Huh. No. I’m afraid it has happened again. Dang.”

He leaned back, taking his hands out of the arrangement.

They  were  folded  across  his  chest.  The  yo-yo  remained

spinning within the string arrangement, which hung by itself in

mid-air.

“Yup. Just as I thought.” He tapped at the yo-yo causing it

to  twist.  First  in  one  direction,  then  in  the  other.  Each

transition caused the twist to turn tighter in more revolutions.

Back and forth, back and forth.

The  shape  began  to  blur.  What  had  been  a  red  color

darkened to  ruby,  though it  became brighter.  The  enclosing

square of string widened, as though the ruby light was pushing

out the boundary.

View of  the  clearing  became  concealed  by  the  growing

shape.

Expanding without limit, the change was no longer just in

front of them, now the sun was obscured.

It extended behind them.
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Inside.  They  were  inside  the  structure.  They  remained

sitting,  but  there  was  no  bench  beneath  them,  There  was

gravity, but there was no longer the forest floor.

“Dang,” Karl said. “Well, I did warn you.”

Jimmy, “How did you make this magic?”

Joni, “Where are we?”

“Astute, Joni. ‘Where are we?’ We are in Twilight. Well,

visiting a border at least.”

“‘How,’ you might ask? That answer, I am at a loss. Could

not  even begin  to  explain.  Your  Step-Grandma Julie  would

have words.  Maybe you would have better  luck deciphering

them than I.”

He moved his hands sideways in unison. A glow appeared,

distant.  He pinched at  the space in  front,  pulling  back.  The

glow rushed towards them.

“Remember the deer that hopped through the clearing?”

The pulsing form remained. There were differing places of

light among the interwoven fibers.

Jimmy reached out to touch it.

Karl restrained him, “Careful.”

“Look over here.” The scene changed. There was a shape

prone, as though it was laying down on some surface, but there

was none. At 45 degrees to it was a bundle of fibers. Like the

deer, there was a glow to it; however, the glow was weak. As

they watched, it faded further until all color was gone.

“You see time advancing quickly.”
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The fibers lost their resiliency. Gaps grew. Sections went

missing. Then, they moved off, away from them, dissolving as

they faded.

“Like a dust bunny hiding under my bed when the vacuum

nozzle comes for it.”

Joni, “What did we just see?”

Jimmy, “Death.”

“Exactly. Smart lad.”

“Was that True Death?”

“No.  Just  the usual.  The process takes some time.  Quite

some time. True Death is similar, except that it is forced—over

in an instant. No opportunity to intercede or redirect. A forever

decision.  Gone–gone–gone.”  He  looked  wistfully  at  Jimmy.

“Joining the Ghost in the Machine is also over in an instant.

But  from  that  decision  one  can  return.”  He  added  a

melodramatic  tone  to  his  voice,  “Back and forth.  Forth  and

back.”—which now transitioned into a manic—“Ha-ha-ha!”

And then he was quiet.

Karl gazed at Joni, in review. His look was long—his look

was complete, as if she was being measured by a tailor’s eye.

However, no focus was in his; there was an intensity instead.

Joni tried to stare  back,  but couldn’t  manage the contact

more than a moment.  Nervous laughter  came out  instead; it

ended with a  discomfort,  a tension in  her  ribs.  This tension

increased  from  being  a  distraction  to  becoming  difficult  to
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breathe. A panic began. Before she could give voice to it, he

suddenly responded, reaching out to clutch her arm. “Oh, I am

sorry.  Got  caught  up.  All  is  OK now.  See? The pressure is

gone. Relax. Take a deep breath.”

She  complied.  Breathing  flowed  easy  now.  Each  breath

exhaled  tension  until  none of  the  panic  remained  within.  A

warm glow was left behind. The feeling was familiar, though it

had been some time in the past since it was last encountered.

“Better?”

She nodded. Her eyes had become watery. He interrupted

her rubbing at them. In his hand was a tissue.

“Thank you,” she said. After drying her face, she had a big

blow into the remainder of the tissue. Her sinus had become

largely congested. The single blow remedied that.

A thought came to her that his voice had a different timber

to it. More agile. She looked at his hand still on her arm. That

caused a  sudden  look  at  his  face.  Her  eyes  blinked  several

times before she rubbed at them.

During  her  realization  he  said  nothing.  He  awaited  her

response.

Jimmy had stepped away. His attention was upon a small

bundle of color, which rolled and jumped around.

“Don’t wander far, son.”

“It’s a mouse, isn’t it?”

“A chipmunk, I think.”
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Jimmy looked confused, staring with his mouth open.

“Like a big mouse.”

“Ah.”

“Karl?” Joni asked.

“What?”

“You look young.”

“Not just look.”

Jimmy said with confidence, “It’s a magic trick.”

Joni felt at his face, pulled at his cheek. The skin responded

firm and taunt. She said, “I don’t think so. How?”

He took her hand and squeezed it. “Let’s go into the day,

shall we?”

Without waiting for an answer, the sound of a snap echoed.

The filtered light of a forest returned. But it wasn’t the same

clearing.  There  were  fewer  trees  and they  were  much more

massive. The ferns were tall and deep. An ancient, primordial

forest. A few rays of light managed to find gaps in the canopy.

A nearby one brought the glare of a spotlight upon the remains

of a massive fallen tree.

“Come along. It’s warm in the sun.” Karl said. “Race me,

Jimmy.”

Karl was most the way up the tree. He looked back at the

two. They hadn’t moved. “Slow pokes! I’m gonna get the best

seat!”

He finished the scramble up and sat  with  a flourish.  He

called at them, “I will share though, if you ask me nicely and
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come  bearing  gifts.  Gotta  have  gifts  if  you  want  my

indulgence.”

They followed his path through the ferns,  climbing a bit

unsteady up the treeside, until  they came to stand beside his

seated form.

“Well?” he asked.

Jimmy looked to Joni indicating she should speak for them

both. “May we sit, please?”

“Nicely asked.”

She moved to sit.

“But where’s my gift?”

That froze her. She was unsure of his joke.

After holding her look, he turned to Jimmy. “Well?”

“I am sorry, Grandfather, I have none.”

“Hah!” he shouted.  “You are mistaken.  Your presence is

gift enough for me. You may sit.”

As the boy sat, Karl gave him a big hug.

Jimmy squeaked, “Uf. Can’t breathe.”

“Sorry.  Forgot.” He released the boy. Flexing an arm, he

felt at his bicep. Jimmy gave it a feel as well, his eyes opened

wide.

Karl looked up at Joni, “And what about you, Miss?”

She had been hypnotized by the muscle definition reveal.

“Huh?” the word stumbled out.

“Gift?”
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“Is my presence gift  enough as well?” Before the words

were finished, she realized the stiff smock was gone. That it

had been gone for a while. She was wearing a light sun dress.

It was pretty, but it wasn’t hers.

He  looked  her  up  and  down  before  turning  to  Jimmy.

“Well, what do you think?”

“She is really pretty. The dress is much better than those

nurse clothes. Her hair had been tied too tight. It hurt to look at

it.”

“Yes. It was tied too tight. But now, all loose and flowy.

You are right. She is striking, isn’t she?”

He put a hand to his chin.  “Hmm… Is her presence gift

enough? Shall we let her sit with us?”

“Yes.”

“You heard the boy. Would you grace us, please?”

“Well, since you asked nicely.” She folded herself beside

them, pulling the dress over her legs, but not too much.

“Wonderful. Surrounded by two of my favorite people.”

“I can’t believe it,” she said, caressing at his face. “How

long will the magic last?”

“How long would you like?”

She  could  only  sigh  in  response,  unsure  to  trust  herself

further.  Echos of her struggle earlier  lurked not far away. If

she yielded to them, told him unabashedly her feelings, how

would he respond?
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Karl turned away from her, as if reading her mind. There

was a mischievous smile on his lips. He reached into a pocket.

Three big apples were retrieved, one at a time.

“Hungry?” he asked.

Jimmy’s eyes lit up. “Wow! Are they real? They sure look

real.”

“Take a bite. You’ll find the taste is real.”

The three of them did.

With  his  mouth  full,  Karl  said,  almost  surprised  with

himself,  “Are  real,  aren’t  they?  That’s  the  best  part  about

magic. It is all real.”

That stopped Joni in mid-bite.

Karl  cocked his head at  her  and wrinkled  his eyebrows.

Comically, he mouthed, “What?”

Her eyes darted to the boy, who had been deeply enjoying

his  apple,  totally  involved  with  it.  They  returned  to  Karl

looking vulnerable. She whispered, “I don’t think I’m wearing

any underwear under this dress.”

“Huh,” he whispered back. “You mean like the none you

never wear under your smock, naughty nurse?”

“But this is so sheer… I am naked, almost.”

He looked to  Jimmy,  then  back to  her  before  chuckling

aloud, “Eat your apple,” and took another bite. “Delicious,” he

managed,  wiping  the  juice  back  between  his  lips.  “Simply

delicious.”
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Joni’s shoulder  was given a nudge.  She blushed hotly in

response, glad for the cool lightness of the sun dress.

Karl looked at Jimmy, then at Joni. Her consumption had

matched him bite for bite. With a nod, the three launched their

apple cores far off into the forest.  He sucked his fingers and

glanced at Joni. She had been doing the same.

The  small  crash  of  apple  cores  had scared  up  a  bird;  it

landed on a  small  tree nearby.  Immediately,  it  got  to  work,

hammering beak to tree—hunting.

“Woodpecker,”  Karl  said  casually,  and  then  stretched.

“Anybody tired?”

Joni, “Well, I wonder about the time, as I also seem to have

lost my watch. Would we be needing to get back for supper?”

Karl gripped his sides in laughter, belting out, “Ha–ha–ha!”

“What?”

“Would be a bit of a walk, is all.”

Jimmy had been watching the bird work.

“Noticed something, boy?”

“There aren’t woodpeckers anymore.”

“Not in the Terrarium, no.”

“So?”

“But on Old Terra, sure. The forests are full of them.”

“Magic leaves a lot to digest.”

“It was a big apple.”
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The thought that occurred to Joni just then caused her to

gasp. Karl and Jimmy were reflexively drawn to observe the

resulting tightness of the slight dress shaping to her form.

From the moment of silence, she recovered herself, finding

humor in their  lingering attention.  She looked at  them both,

and said with a laugh, “Ha-ha-ha! Leering, are you boys? Now

you  both  owe  me  something  in  the  way  of  a  witty

compliment.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER IV IV

A Brief HistoryA Brief History

arl’s handclap echoed like the report from a rifle-

shot.  It  had  been startling.  Just  moments  before

they  had  been  sitting  quietly,  legs  dangling  into  the  empty

space. The girth of a grand fallen tree separated them from the

ground.  Karl  interrupted the silence to say, “I want to show

you  something  from  my  past.”  Holding  his  hands  up,  he

continued, “Now, don’t be shocked.”

K

His  hands  came  together.  The  light  of  the  forest  was

replaced by a black of the most absolute. Immediately the clap

echo  returned  to  source—the  sound  was  backwards.  Light

returned, but the scene was changed.

They were in a house, in a small living room. People were

present. No movement from them or the room was apparent. It

was like a paused movie.

“What do you see?” Karl asked.
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Jimmy, “There are six people—three male,  three female.

Four are young. Two of them don’t look healthy.”

“Interesting. Go on.”

“The other two are older.”

Joni, “They are the parents.”

“Exactly. Anything else?”

Joni,  “One  of  them  looks  like  a  younger  you—younger

than you look now, I mean.”

“Delightful. You both can perceive the scene.”

“Is that you?”

“Yes. It was. A very long time ago.”

“Who’s the woman next to you?”

“Ah. That was my girlfriend. A love of my life.”

Jimmy, “The other two are your brother and sister, right?

What is wrong with them?”

“They have the wasting disease.”

“This is Old Terra!”

“Yes. It was the night before my Transportation.”

He paused as if there was more to be said, but the words

wouldn’t come out.

Instead,  he held his  hand out  and snapped a finger.  The

scene  changed  to  black.  Six  cocoons  glowed  before  them,

floating in unbounded space. They were oriented as they had

been in the room.

Jimmy was the first to speak. “Your brother and sister, their

glow is dull. Their fibers are saggy, like they are loose.”
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“That’s  the  nature  of  the  disease.  It  has  progressed  far

along. They didn’t have much time left. Coming out that night

was hard for them. But they wouldn’t have missed seeing me

off  for  anything.  We were all  sad that  they would probably

have passed over before my return—”

Joni interrupted, “What?! Your return?”

“Well, I didn’t know then. None of us did. The truth about

Transportation was withheld from people of our station.”

“Your  Mom and Dad’s  colors  look normal,  if  I  can say

that?”

“You may. But look closer at their middle.”

“Ah, yeah.  I  didn’t  see before because of the brightness.

My eyes hadn’t adjusted.”

Karl giggled.  “You aren’t  seeing with your eyes, Jimmy.

That notion is a convenience because this is new to you. You

are learning a new perception. Another sense, if you will.”

Joni,  “There’s  a  darkness  in  their  midsection,  like  a

concave, or a hole even, in their fibers. The others don’t have

that.”

“Yes. That’s the result of having children. More so with the

female, but the male is affected as well. New life is built taking

something from the old.”

“There  is  something  different  with  your  girlfriend.  Her

fibers and color is denser.”

“She is pregnant, just recently so.”

“She was pregnant and you left her there!?”
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“I had no idea. She knew if she told me I wouldn’t go. All

the plans, all the money spent would have been lost. And she

was right, I would have stayed.”

Joni didn’t say anything.

To  fill  the  silence,  Karl  said,  “The  separation  was  only

supposed to be a couple of years, so we were told. What a cruel

lie.”

Then Joni  blurted  out,  “Why doesn't  she have  the black

hole?”

“She  does.  It  is  just  small  at  present  this  early  in  the

pregnancy. Same for my Terra-self.”

“How about now? Do you have a hole?”

“Take a look for yourself,” he said, moving slightly away

from them.

They  noticed  each other’s  form for  the  first  time.  They

were glowing cocoons as well.

“You have none.”

“Yup.  All  repaired,  knitted  neat  back  together  good  as

new.”

He gave them a moment to further inspect each other.

Jimmy, “Can I see myself?”

“Yes, but not how you think.  There are no mirrors here.

Some smoke, yes. But no mirrors. More questions?”

Silence.

“OK. Let’s get back to day-space.” A finger snap and the

room was back; the occupants’ movement was still paused.
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Joni, “I do have a question, but maybe for later.”

“Out with it. Time is irrelevant. Knowledge is not. Shapes

our perceptions, you know?”

He  waited  while  her  face  stumbled,  trying  to  organize

thoughts.

“How is this possible, being on Old Terra in the past? Are

we having a collective dream, or what is this?”

“Collective  dream  is  about  right.  We  are  ghosts  in  the

machine. Our present existence is formless.”

“But our bodies?”

“When we walked across the grass towards the forest,  an

observer looking out a window from the house would see us

get smaller,  in a perspective view. If there had been another

walking  with  us,  but  not  accompanying  us,  they  too  would

have seen us get  smaller,  directly  away from them.  Though

each  step  would  have  been  toward  the  same  direction,  the

perspective  point  would  differ.  We  would  recede  into

nonexistence.”

“Are we dead?”

“Ha–ha! Do you feel dead?”

“I don’t know how dead feels.”

“Oblivion of non-existence?”

“No. I think. I perceive.”

“There you go.”

“Show me what you did?”

“Alright. It began like this.”
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He clapped and they were back in Twilight. Three glowing

cocoons. Movement from Karl’s form reached into Joni’s. It

put  pressure  against  her,  and  wiggled  through  the  fibers,

seeking deeply before withdrawing a silver ball.  The cocoon

glow quickly faded. The fibers lost integrity, dissolving.

The same was done with the other form.

After the second ball was produced and that cocoon ceased

to be, the fibers of the remaining cocoon separated. A bright

ruby red ball emerged. The two silver balls were attracted to it

directly; they began a tight ecliptic orbit. Three balls, dancing a

movement.

A clap and the living room was back.

Karl, “Understand now?”

“No. Not a bit.”

“Welcome to the dilemma of my world. Understanding the

incomprehensible.  Actions  with  results  lacking  cause.  Yeah.

That is confusing.”

“Should I be concerned that the cocoon dissolved?”

“No. As you said, ‘I think. I perceive.’ In our present state

a cocoon nest is irrelevant.” He took a breath. “No fear, I take

care of my satellites. You are my charges.”

Jimmy had been wanting to ask a question. It had been on

his tongue,  though he had remained quiet.  He observed that

Joni seemed subdued now, but he intuited that she had been

nervous to the point of collapse. This almost-panic had been
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upon him earlier. He had decided to let it pass through him and

out. It was the right thing to do. Now, none remained. He was

filled with a relaxed peace, receptive to Karl’s magic.

Joni  remained  quiet,  so Jimmy asked his  question.  “Are

you going to unpause this scene? Is there more to learn here?”

Karl gave a curious look. Then he said, “No. Nothing more

to learn here. It is only sentimental doddering relevant to an

old man.  Not interesting for  young people to suffer  through

just now.”

He  raised  a  hand.  “I  have  another  education  in  mind.

Something of greater relevance.”

He  looked  between  them  mischievously  before  asking,

“Ready?”

The snap came before they could respond otherwise.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER V V

Have a Care Concerning WishesHave a Care Concerning Wishes

he  recording  droned  on  melodramatically:  “Time

unwound a future that people knew was coming, even

the ones who denied the possibility the most fervently: Terra

was dying.

T
“People of means moved Off-World. The remaining poor

souls were left  to suffer the discarded planet-wide wasteland

the departed had left behind.

“A few among these poor  were lucky to be ferried  Off-

World.  Or  so  they  thought.  They  arrived  at  Hiort  ùr,  New

Kilda,  with no money,  no prospects.  With  only the slum to

welcome them,  they were deposited outside the city  wall  as

fresh human fodder.

“If one had the means, they could enter the city where the

rich live. But for the other folk, money is difficult to acquire,

impossible to accumulate in any meaningful sum. By design

—”
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Karl interrupted, “Let’s end this right there—nothing more

of interest.”

A  young  man  arrived—the  young  Karl.  He  was  alone,

having  known  no  others  from  before.  After  Transportation,

they  were  herded  like  livestock.  Poked,  prodded,  evaluated.

Some were removed from the group; where they were taken

was  not  explained.  The  herd-mass  accepted  the  diminished

ranks without protest,  without knowledge of how the system

operated.

Landing  in  the  slum,  they  were  purposefully  separated,

coerced to compete against each other, as per the design of the

High Steward of Hiort ùr, the Stuart clan chief. It was a simple

ploy to direct the dissent inward. An old manipulation.

Most of  the new arrivals slept  on the street.  Those with

only  meager  funds  found  their  money  quickly  exhausted.

Prospects  were  dangled  as  bait  for  these  unlucky ones.  For

them, it would have been better to have arrived with nothing,

than  for  the  promise  to  be  realized  as  false.  The  crushing

reality would prove unbearable.

They acknowledged each other,  but grudgingly.  The two

men had been in the newly arrived Transportation. They first

met while awaiting the fealty oath. Karl Grant tried to make

conversation. The other, Edvard Mackinnon, proved reticent. It
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was the optimism of the young man that overcame the elder’s

reluctance.

Karl  prattled  on  nervously,  as  the  line  slowly  advanced

forward.

“Really, this opportunity I could never have had at home. I

know it will take a few years, but it will be worth it. When I

return with great wealth,  my family will  not have to endure

further suffering—”

“Humph,” Edvard grunted.

“—My sweetheart and I will be married. Then we can all

Transport back to this wonderful life I will have made for us

here. Reunited. Peace through our old age.”

“Why are you talking like that? Is this some witty game

you are trying on me? Or are you just deranged? I heard some

do  not  recover  from  Transportation.  That  they  sleepwalk  a

dream. Is that you, son?”

Karl  looked  shocked.  “I  assure  you  not!  I  am  in  full

possession of my faculties.”

“I have met the deranged. What you just said, that is one of

the things they would say repeatedly, like in preface before a

long soliloquy of nonsense.”

“Perhaps it is you who is deranged?”

“Humph,” Edvard grunted again.

“Ah! I am sorry. I did not mean that.”

“Is of no matter. We are here now. This is our new forever.

We move forward.”
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Karl stood looking at the man, not sure what to say.

Edvard  nodded past  Karl’s  shoulder.  “I  said,  ‘We move

forward.’”

“Huh?”  Karl  said,  before  turning  to  see  the  line  had

advanced behind him. He had held up a bit of a gap. The others

were staring at him—a few impatiently. Most had a dull glassy

look.

Karl  held  up  his  hand  in  apology,  saying,  “Sorry!”  and

closed the gap.

“So, Edvard, you choose to stay. I, on the other hand, have

family waiting upon my return.”

“You are  not  making  sense.  Return?  You cannot  return.

There  is  no  Return  Transportation.  Even  if  there  was,  what

would you find? It would not make sense, and that’s assuming

there would be any people left.  Of that I  am of little doubt,

what with the state of things at our Departure. Surely the end

has come and gone. Now the cockroach insects rule Old Terra.

And good for them. I wish them luck in their turn with what

the human cockroaches have left behind.”

Karl stood there dumb, his mouth hanging open.

A modicum of sympathy crept into the old cynic's mind. It

stirred  for  a  moment  before  departing  in  loneliness.  A grin

crossed his face. “You didn’t know, did you?”

Karl closed his mouth.

“You didn’t!”  He wrinkled  his brow.  “Har–har–har!  Oh,

but that is just so sad!”
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He turned to the man behind, who stood there, glassy eyed,

cow-like. Edvard crowed to this meat-statue, “The boy didn’t

know! Can you believe it?!”

The cow-man moved his head slightly,  a back and forth

sort of bowing.

The  feeble  communication  was  instantly  unsatisfying  to

Edvard.  He shouted,  “Oh! Why am I  trying  to  talk  to  you,

ghost!”

He turned back to  Karl.  “Son,  what  do you know about

Transportation, about where we’ve arrived at?”

“Ah,  the  Tacksman  of  the  Bureau  had  said  when  my

application was confirmed—”

“What?”

“I was picked. They offered me the opportunity. My family

is  poor.  We  could  never  have  afforded  the  cost.  I  won  a

lottery.”

“Hah! Some prize.”

“Well yes, it is.”

Edvard shook his head.

“Isn’t it?”

“What did the Tacksman say? This will be good. Tell me.”

“He said I was lucky to have this privilege. The endowment

was a  great  honor.  After  the brief  sleep of  Transportation  I

would awaken in a new land, Hiort ùr, New Kilda. There, if I

was clever and worked diligently, wealth unimaginable would

be bestowed upon me.”
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“Unimaginable would be bestowed upon you. Yeah, I think

that will come true. Go on.”

“After a few years I would be able to return to bring my

family and my beautiful wife back with me.”

“Wife?”

“He  meant  my  sweetheart,  my  wife-to-be.  She  had

accompanied me to the Bureau. While we were waiting, he had

overheard our expressed regret for the coming time apart. He

interrupted, assuring us that the separation would be brief. That

it would pass quickly. Indeed, that while I would be busy with

new  opportunities,  she  would  be  busy  with  the  family  in

preparation for my return and their departure. There was much

financial organization to attend to.

“He carried on loudly, saying, like myself, he also had the

gift of luck visit: soon he would be able to make the journey as

well.  Though  I  was  not  of  his  clan,  he  liked  me  and  was

envious of my good fortune for  today,  as he would have to

wait  until  the  next  Transportation.  Before  he  departed,  he

would  be  happy  to  offer  personal  advice  to  my  family  in

arranging  such  matters,  seeing  to  their  profitable  and  safe

conclusion. Perhaps she, meaning my sweetheart, could make

the introductions for him?”

“What  a  nice  guy.  A  real  gentleman,  this  tacksman,”

Edvard sneered. “What was his clan?”

“Campbell. Mine is Grant. He didn’t know me and carried

no debt to my clan.” Karl said, confused by the other’s tone.
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“There are so many people passing through the Bureau on their

way out, and yet, he offered aid to us.”

“You still think that? You weren’t worried, or jealous, or

maybe even had an  inkling  of  suspicion  of  a  Campbell,  let

alone a tacksman?”

“No. Why should I. Like you said, he was a nice guy. A

gentleman.”

“Guileless,” Edvard said, sadly, “Simple and guileless.”

“What do you mean? Why would you say that?”

“I’m  not  sure  it  should  be  me  to  tell  you.  What  little

conscience I have says I should.  We are here in this bloody

endless line for how much longer?”

He looked ahead. In the distance there was a great door in

the wall. The line of people continued through.

“They  had  to  make  the  ordeal  for  one  prole  at  a  time.

Kneel.  Recite the words.  Rise anew. Right,  ‘anew.’ That’s a

laugh. More like, ‘fleeced penny-less,’ I’d say. And then, we

are booted out the door into cruel Kilda.”

“New Kilda, Hiort ùr,” Karl corrected.

“Old Kilda would have been more  hospitable.  Have you

been there?”

Without waiting for an answer, he continued. “I have. It is

a bleak, inhospitable place. Isolated. Totally barren. Nothing of

value lives on the island—only sea birds and the scientists that

study them. All for naught.” He glanced around before saying,
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“The  island  serves  a  useful  purpose  though.  A  convenient

depot for disposal of refuse.”

He  called  out,  “‘Transportation,  local  service  only,

please.’”  And  then  continued  quietly,  after  glancing  around

again, “Petty tyrants from the hierarchy were stationed there as

punishment  for  some  miscreant  deed,  or  awkward

incompetence.  Mind  you,  exceeding  the  standard  form  of

incompetence, like where we find ourselves presently.”

“Why had you gone there?”

“Hah! I was a naïve twit like—” He caught himself. “Right.

Ah, not for the adventure, that’s for sure. I thought in such a

frontier one could escape the feudal pressure of Clan society.

The brutal weather would provide isolation. Enduring sea, and

shore,  and  sky.  At  least,  that  was  my  rationalization  for

suffering the island’s hardships.”

Edvard paused, staring at the floor in remembrance, while

several breaths were panted.

Suddenly  looking  up at  Karl  with  a  sharp  eye,  he  said,

“Standing before you is one of those scientists. Such a man can

be summed up, whose life’s work was the study of bloody sea

birds. Hear me, I speak with authority as an expert  at being

useless.”

Edvard’s glare remained upon Karl. “Explaining the cruel

joke that was played upon you, it would be like clipping the

wings  off  a  butterfly.  What  is  left  afterwards?  A  pathetic
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crawly insect, just like all the other pathetic insects.” He turned

to the one behind him, and said, “Pathetic, right mate?”

No response from the cow-man.

“Ah, why do I bother asking you?”

Karl’s hand found the other’s shoulder. As if a switch had

been thrown, Edvard dropped his head.

He turned. Karl was alarmed to see the old man was crying.

Seeing the shock in the young man’s face, Edvard blotted

at the tears on a sleeve, then nodded, but said nothing.

Karl waited, closing the gap from the line moving ahead.

He watched Edvard silently,  who was at a loss where to

begin.

Finally, Karl asked, “Is it bad?”

“Crushing,” the other said, quietly.

“What?”

“I said, ‘Crushing.’”

“Why? How so? Do you think I shouldn’t have trusted the

Tacksman? Was he being false with me?”

“Yes, no trust, because he was a Campbell. And, yes, false,

because he was a tacksman.”

“Ah…”

“But you needn’t worry.”

“My family! What would he do?”

“I’m  sure  it  wasn’t  something  in  their  interest,  that  is

certain. It doesn’t matter though. All is dust. Long forgotten.

Time erases everything.”
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“What do you think I will find when I go back?”

“You  won’t  be  going  back!  Didn’t  you  hear  me?!

Transportation is one-way. Nobody goes back.”

“The Tacksman said—”

“It would be healthier for your psyche if you accepted that

everything he said was a lie, a manipulation.”

“My family…”

“Gone.  Dust  in  the  wind.  They all  are.  Ancient  dust,  in

fact.”

“I don’t understand.”

“I know. You didn’t have any schooling. You always had

to work. Always focused. Hand to mouth. Could never risk a

look up from the path you were born into for  the fear  of a

misstep. I do understand, though in my long life I didn’t suffer

the degradation equal to one week of yours. You didn’t know.

How could you know?”

He  wanted  to  shout  out  in  anguish.  He  almost  did  but

thought better  of it.  That  was what they wanted,  for  him to

mark himself.  Then he would be targeted.  He wouldn’t  give

them that.  His defiance was to deprive them of victory,  any

victory, no matter how small.

He looked at Karl, who was waiting for him, doe eyed. The

thought  came:  Was this  giving  them a victory,  crushing the

boy? But he has to know. He has to learn the truth, so he can

defend himself.  He will  find  out  sooner  or  later  anyway.  It

might as well be now. It might as well be me who tells him.
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Resolve came to Edvard’s  face.  Words came to his  lips.

“Transportation. The journey was quick, right?”

“Yes, Because we were asleep.”

“Correction:  placed  into  hibernation.  We  were  put  in

coffins,  stacked  in  the  vast  hold  of  the  Ark  ship.  Funny

thinking  about  that.  I  never  saw the  ship.  Saw pictures,  of

course, but never saw the actual ship with my own eyes. Put to

sleep while on Old Terra. Awakened on New Kilda.”

“Hiort ùr.”

“Right. Hiort ùr. Some Gaelic joke there. Totally escapes

me.  Anyway. Our sleep was a convenience.  Wouldn’t  do to

have all  those people  jumping  about  while  the  journey  was

underway and all.  Better to let the passenger’s entertainment

exist only in their head. In your case they didn’t even bother to

provide that small luxury. Just put you out into blackness: light

switch  to  off  position.  A petty  insult.  That’s  what  they  do.

Little games of power to keep us all down. Me, I dream-lived a

whole life in the Wild West, straight out of the movies. Funny

to think that era only lasted a few decades in reality. Mythos

are  perpetual,  aren’t  they?  Anyway,  that  was  my  in-flight

movie entertainment.

“Karl, how do you think time went by on Old Terra?”

“Ah…”

“That was rhetorical. No need to answer. You do realize we

went fast though? Like really fast. Transportation is light fast.

A funny  thing  happens at  such a  silly  speed.  Not  to  us,  of
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course. I was just in my Western, eating beans after a hard day

of ropin’ doggies out on the range. Herding cattle, that was my

job. A proper cowboy, I was. Darn good at it too. You, well,

you would be enjoying the nothingness of oblivion, if you had

been aware.  But you weren’t,  so you didn’t.  For the people

back on Old Terra—people  I  knew, people you knew,  your

folks,  your  sweetheart  wife-to-be—things  would  be  quite

different. A few heartbeats for us were lifetimes for them. Our

journey transit time was many, many millennia to those who

stayed behind.”

He stopped. There was more he wanted to say, but thought

better of it. Instead, he said, “I’ll let that sink in for a bit. Just

trust me. There is no sense in going back even if they would

provide the transit,  which they wouldn’t,  as there  is  no one

there to go back to.”

“How much time?”

“How much time passed on Old Terra? Not sure. Nobody

is.  Funky  things  happen  at  that  ridiculous  speed.  I  heard  it

stated  as  100,000  years.  Seems  like  a  conveniently  round

number to me.  Any big number would do though.  Might as

well  guess a million.  It  would mean the same: it’s all  gone.

Even the continents have carried on.”

“My family?”

“Yeah,  well,  mine  were  already  gone—everyone  that

mattered—wife, son. I had outlived them.”
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Edvard pulled at a sleeve that had become bunched up his

arm from blotting at tears. He did this while speaking to the

floor.  “My  son’s  decision  not  to  marry,  not  to  give  us

grandchildren, had left me angry. Anger is a selfish emotion,

Karl. Nothing good comes of it, ever. Despair is all it leaves

behind. My son’s reasoning was that to bring new souls into

this  horrible  world—have  them  endure  the  suffering,  the

sadness—was immoral. I wouldn’t hear him. Instead, I shouted

cruelly. Afterwards, I would feel even more angry with myself.

One row was particularly vicious. He stormed out of the house

in tears to escape my abuse. His state shocked me, as did my

wife’s. I vowed to apologize to them both, some day. To stop

torturing my son from my own selfishness. But I waited too

long. The ‘some day’ never came. He was taken from us. So

young,  like  your  age.  He  hadn’t  the  time  to  reconsider  his

decision. I hadn’t the time to tell him it did not matter, it was

his life to decide. To please forgive my ranting. At the funeral

I totally lost it. My anger was renewed. I forgot my practiced

apology. I forgot the suffering of my wife. All I could think

about was how selfish he had been that it was only his mother

and I left to grieve for him.

“And when I  lost  my wife,  that  was it.  I  wanted to  kill

myself.  Get it over with.  Though, I was too cowardly to do

that, of course.
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“So  I  chose  Transportation  instead.  A  different  kind  of

suicide. The people, the culture, all are left behind to die. But

no, not you. You carry on.”

He blotted at a fresh tear before saying, “Old Terra carries

on as well, all the better without the human chattel cargo. The

plague of us has come to an end.”

“If your son had married and had children, would you still

have left?”

“You mean after  my wife died? I  don’t  know. Probably

not. Grandchildren need their Grandparents, even if it  is just

one of us. They need the old stories to be told, the roots sunk

deep into the family soil, so they will be strong to weather the

storm of life—pass on the traditions, such as they may be.”

“We have come to the door.”

“Huh? What?” he asked surprised, looking into Karl’s eyes.

Then he noticed the boy’s, no, the man’s meaning.

“So we have. We’ve made it to the door.”

The sanctum of power was before them. Standing in regal

was the electric replica of the receiving chief. The meat version

was someplace else, someplace important.

Karl, “My sweetheart is gone.”

“Yes, she is. What was her name?”

“Mary.”

“She lives on in you. In your memories. As long as you

live, so does she. Interesting when you think about it. All those
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others  are  lost  specks  of  dust.  The  people  we  remember

continue to live.”

“I remember Mary. I remember my family.”

“And I remember my wife and son.”

“Why are there  people  here if  they are all  gone on Old

Terra? Shouldn’t millennia have passed here as well?”

“Transportation departures occurred in waves, only a few

years  apart  over  the  decades.  The  departure  time  difference

works out with the arrival as well. All are shifted equally, more

or less.”

“Ah.”

“Though as I gather, not all the arks made the destination

schedule.  Maybe  a  problem  with  not  achieving  the  proper

speed, or maybe something else.”

There  were only a few people separating  them from the

dais now.

“Hah!  It  would  be  a  laugh if  an  ark  couldn’t  make the

proper  speed  and  showed  up  1,000  years  from  now.  What

would they find?”

Another step forward.

“Remember the words, the oath words. Don’t falter.”

He pushed Karl in front of him, whispering, “Get on with

it. I will see you on the other side. Promise.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER VI VI

Seek, Perhaps You Shall FindSeek, Perhaps You Shall Find

here  was  work  to  be  had.  Every  day,  at  several

meeting points, the day’s tasks would be assigned to

those who showed up.

T
Karl  arrived  late.  Edvard  had  arrived  just  before.  Each

nodded to the other.

That day was Edvard’s, though he was the last chosen for a

job. Karl missed out. However, he was happy for his friend’s

opportunity.

Edvard  was excited,  boasting  how his  fortunes  had now

turned  for  the  better.  He  was  oblivious  of  Karl  who  was

standing beside  him.  He went  to  the  front  and sat  with  the

day’s  chosen.  Karl,  though  sad  at  being  ignored,  remained

happy for the other.
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Edvard had taken a strange turn of late.  After the reveal

that  day of  the  fealty  oath,  Karl  should  have been crushed.

Though  the  knowledge  had  left  him  nonplussed,  he  carried

cheerily on.

Instead, it was Edvard who had been in low spirits. Had the

old man relieved Karl of what rightfully should have been his

sadness?  If  there  had  been  some  transference  by  empathy,

should he feel guilt from this gift?

He wanted to discuss this with Edvard; however, from the

other’s poor mood he was at a loss for how to broach it.

Regardless  of  Karl’s  confusion,  Edvard’s  promise  to

remain together, after the other side of the oath, grounded the

young man’s  thoughts:  though they  were  of  different  clans,

they adopted each other as family.

Edvard had proved true. He had arranged a flat for them to

share. It wasn’t much, he apologized, as he had to be frugal

with his meager bindle;  however,  to Karl  the lodging would

more than suffice. He felt comfortable to be with his friend,

regardless of where they found themselves. To him, the single

room flat was a wonderfully happy place. It was their home.

For  the  remainder  of  the  day  it  stayed  with  Karl  that

Edvard being chosen for work was a happiness. Now, Edvard

would be distracted. The job would relieve him of the nervous
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energy he had too much of. In the evening he would be tired.

Too tired to think. Too tired to fret.

But when the evening came, Edvard did not return to the

flat.

The next day, Karl showed up at the meeting point.  This

time he had been early;  however,  still  no luck of a job.  He

looked for Edvard in the crowd. But, his friend was not there.

He assumed the job carried on, and was happy for the fortune.

The next  day was the same.  And the  next.  Days blurred  in

repetition. Still, no Edvard.

A  morning  arrived.  It  had  been  raining  earlier.  Heavy

clouds  threatened  more  downpour.  With  no  prospects,  Karl

walked down an alley wet with the stink of rubbish. He made

his  way past  the  worst  of  it.  The  sun emerged  through  the

clouds causing the end of the ally to transform into a portal of

brightness. It pulled at his attention, causing him to step into

something soft and squishy. He didn’t notice because at that

moment, Edvard appeared into the light and moved to cross the

street. Karl ran to catch up, excitedly shouting the other’s name

—wondering what adventure had befallen his friend.

Getting closer, he slowed. Words were not necessary. The

expression of  Edvard’s  body,  on his  face,  became apparent:

Dejection. No job. Back on the street.
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Karl was shocked to see how sickly tired the old man had

become. In a few days, he seemed to have aged years. Edvard

wouldn’t  acknowledge  him.  Undaunted,  Karl  matched  his

pace, walking instep.

This  continued  until  the  way  was  blocked.  They  stood,

almost  shoulder  to  shoulder  waiting  for  a  crossing  light  to

change.  Edvard  mumbled  incoherent  words.  Karl  listened,

trying  to  decipher  them.  What  he  could  make out  was that

Edvard was embarrassed that they wouldn’t use him anymore.

The  job  had  only  lasted  a  day.  He  had  been  declared  too

decrepit for work. He had been sleeping on the street since, too

embarrassed to return to their meager flat.

The light changed. Edvard turned to look directly at Karl.

He said, “This isn’t working out for any of us. High Steward

be damned—he and all the other of the Stuart clan.” And then

he crossed the street.

Karl was left at the curb dumbfounded. He watched the old

man disappear into the crowd.

Unbeknownst,  it  was the  last  time Karl  was to  see him.

Though he searched in vain for weeks, he did not give up hope.

He couldn’t. For his friend to be alone again, without family,

that would be too terrible.
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Karl sat at a corner table in a cafeteria restaurant. He had

chosen  this  table  as  it  was  out  of  the  way,  inconveniently

distant from the door traffic. He sat nursing a chipped cup of

brown water that passed for coffee. There was purpose for his

being there: he watched the workers.

Rhythm was searched for in their movement until a pattern

emerged. It became apparent, obvious even. Most interactions

followed  a  reoccurring  movement,  in  mindless  ritual.  If  a

deviation  occurred,  there  was  confusion.  What  adjustment

would be required, and from whom?

A woman would join the interaction. Was she the chief of

the restaurant perhaps? Her clothes were less raggy than the

others. Her hair was better kept. Her cheeks, more rosy.

The  cup  had  long  since  cooled.  Now  it  was  suddenly

emptied. The last of the vile contents were swallowed with a

gulp, over the teeth and gums, before there could be protest. A

decision had been made. Now, to action.

He stood a moment before walking off. There had been a

table littered with breakfast remnants. It was particularly messy

—particularly  ignored.  He  offered  to  help  by  just  doing  it,

bussing this table. This had been the decision. He almost held

his breath, but nothing happened. No one stopped him.

He tried another table, clearing away the remnants, leaving

it clean, set-up and ready for the next patrons.

And then another.
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This went on for a while.  The workers saw. They didn’t

move to stop him.

The nicely dressed woman with her nicely kept hair  and

rosy cheeks came over to him. As she approached, he really

did hold his breath.

She studied him. On her face was an honest smile. A query:

Could he set up a new table? There are folded tables stacked

leaning against the far wall. Bring one over and set it up just

here.

Her request ended with, ‘please.’

Karl happily assisted, carrying the table upon his bent back.

After  this  table  was  set,  he  went  back  to  bussing.

Movement  continued  on.  He  had  joined  the  rhythm  of  the

restaurant.

The fading day ended. The workers departed.

The next day, he was back. The nice woman nodded at him

from across the room, indicating. She came over with a small

package. It was given to him. Tearing the paper open, inside

was a shirt adorned with the design of the restaurant colors.

The workers wear shirts like this one, he thought. Now I

am a worker.

A smile was flashed as she turned, eyeing him sidelong.

He rejoined the movement of yesterday: bussing and setting

tables. It was a start.  Small acts of kindness were exchanged

through the day.
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He had the shirt. It was carefully kept clean. Every evening

it was washed regardless of the hour so the next day would be

met with the shirt clean.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER VII VII

A Key Unlike AnotherA Key Unlike Another

ays passed quickly for Karl, focused on the present,

not looking up.D
On one of these days a well dressed older man had been

watching. He indicated for Karl to follow him to a side room.

The restaurant chief observed the communication. She smiled

thoughtfully at their backs before carrying on. It had been her

who had made the arrangement.

“Karl Grant, is it? I am Jacob Fraser. Perhaps you know of

me?”

He had been staring at the man while drying his hands on a

small towel. It was slipped into a back pocket while possible

answers  played  out  in  his  head.  The  movement  provided  a

delay while the man’s presence was considered. There was an

air  about  him.  Not  unpleasant.  Not  arrogant.  But  an  air

nevertheless.
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Attempting  to  match  the man’s  cheery  bravado,  he said,

“Ah, Jacob. Pleased to meet you. Forgive me, for I am at a loss

—”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER VIII VIII

Set in AspicSet in Aspic

e woke disoriented in an unfamiliar bed. This bed

was not like the shabby one in his shabby flat; it

was larger, not lumpy at all, and didn’t stab into the back.

H
A few minutes passed chasing elusive thoughts.  The old

flat was gone, replaced by a new flat; however, he had yet to

sleep there. This one was not his—it was hers. Feeling across

the bed, he was alone. The smell of woman was in the linen.

Her depression remained upon the mattress, but she was not.

The room was dark. There was a sliver of light from under

a  door.  Beyond,  water  was running.  Cheri’s  voice  was just

audible above the shower. She was singing lightly. He padded

over to the door and pressed an ear against it, trying to catch

the words. It wasn’t that she was singing lightly, he realized.

Actually, her voice projected strongly, but it sounded distant,

as though far away.
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At the end of the song he caught the lyric,  “‘Remember

what the dormouse said, ‘Feed your dead.’”

She stopped singing after  that.  He listened carefully,  but

only the sound of falling water could be heard. And then that

stopped too.

She called out, her voice no longer far away, “Kar–l, I see

you! Snooping on me, naughty boy, hiding behind that door.

Don’t be shy, come on in.”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please
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CCHAPTERHAPTER IX IX

Road TripRoad Trip

um of the tires increased as the car  accelerated

out of the city.H
Julie flopped back into the seat excitedly. “Did you see the

look on that guy’s face!?”

“The bicyclist, you mean?” Karl asked.

“Yee–ah!”  she  sang,  pulling  the  remainder  of  her  wind-

trapped hair back through the window.

“The bicyclist that you hooted at, scared, and subsequently

caused to ride off the road and into a ditch? That bicyclist?”

“Oh my gosh!” she laughed, turning around.

“We are long gone, don’t bother.”

“Think he was OK? Should we go back?”

“Last  I  saw,  he  was  rather  angry,  covered  in  mud,  and

shaking a fist at us.”

She leaned on the doorsill, shouting out, “Woo-hoo, Karl!

We are on the road”—turning toward him—“to nowhere!”
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And then she was out the window again. The wind caught

at her hair,  streaming it  in long blond currents.  “Woo-hoo!”

she laughed.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER X X

Lost and FoundLost and Found

hey stepped into a well lit living room. A man sat in a

stuffed chair. His attention was on a large green lava

lamp.  The  suspended  forms  rolled  leisurely,  twisting  into  a

long pillar which surged within. In his hand was a squeeze toy.

He was slowly pressuring the eyes and tongue of the toy out

and in with each squeeze. It was the briefest of an instant since

Karl followed Julie into the room; he had taken all of that in.

T

Julie  crossed  into  the  man’s  vision.  Surprisingly,  it  was

several  heartbeats  until  he  reacted.  When  he  did,  he  was

startled  like  she  had  touched  him  with  the  end  of  a  live

electrical cord.

“Holy!  My!” There  was more,  but  he saw Julie was not

alone and went quiet. He stared at Karl.

With a smirk in her voice,  Julie said,  “Hello to you too,

little brother.”

Her address caused him to rediscover his tongue.
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“You couldn’t have announced yourselves first?”

“It was important—”

“I might have not even been dressed!”

“Ah, c’mon. Wouldn’t  be anything I haven't seen before.

What’s the deal?”

His eyes went to Karl.

“Probably nothing for Karl either; he’s a big boy.”

The man’s eyebrows went up.

“Ye–ah? What? That Karl would be shocked to learn your

preference is to parade around au naturel? You shouldn’t make

assumptions.”

Still, eyebrows.

“Oh. You meant, ‘introductions.’ My bad. Whose mind is

in the gutter now?”

She pulled at Karl to stand beside her. “Karl, this is my not

so little, little brother Alex. Alex, this is Karl.”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XI XI

Once, Twice, Thrice, NothingOnce, Twice, Thrice, Nothing

arl crossed the room and quietly opened the door.

Movement  came  from  the  bed  as  did  a  sleepy

grunt of a question.

K
“Hmm… Where are you going?”

“To the kitchen for a glass of water. Can I bring you one?”

“Sure. What time is it?”

He looked out the window. “Daytime, it appears.”

“Go fetch your water, smart boy.”

“By your command.”

“As always.”

He  closed  the  door  and  padded  down the  hallway.  The

shower was occupied. A gentle singing above the water noises

was coming from within the room. He paused briefly to listen,

but the words were indistinct, far away.

In the living room, all was quiet. No one, not even a muse

or two, was there. While at the sink, a thought came that last
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night’s sofa session had been but a dream. If that was so, it had

been quite a vivid one. It wouldn’t have been the first since

becoming involved with Julie. His sleep before her had been

unconscious exhaustion. Those nights were gone.

He rechecked the sofa to confirm its existence,  and then

went back to their bedroom. Alex came out the shower room

door, almost bumping into him, surprising them both.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XII XII

Should Never Go Home AgainShould Never Go Home Again

his was a place Karl was familiar with. A room with

streaked,  crumbly  walls.  Shabby  furniture  and  the

smell they gave off. There were people in this scene. He was

intimately familiar with all of them, save for one. One who did

not belong. This was not Karl’s projection; the feeling came

from the occupants in the room.

T

A hand was holding Karl’s  right  hand.  He turned to  see

Julie. She didn’t turn in response to him; her stare was frozen

into the scene within the room.

A hand was holding his left hand. He turned to see Alex,

who was also staring into the room. However, he blinked and

turned to Karl, asking, “Where is this place?”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XIII XIII

Roll the Monkey BarrelRoll the Monkey Barrel

he caught the ink pot from tipping just as the stiff

cuff of his uniform sleeve had brushed against it.

He had been distracted,  studying the  woman.  She offered  a

quick smile in apology for the rescue from his carelessness and

went back to the document before her.

S

Caught out, mechanically he said, “By signing, the balance

of your late husband’s estate, his pension and insurance will be

transferred  into  your  account,  in  entirety.  There  will  be  no

further stipend. No further obligation will be carried for you or

your daughter. Is that clear?”

“Crystal. I sign here, do I?”

“Yes.”

She signed with a flowing hand, and pushed at the stack of

papers.  The man pulled them the rest of the way across the

table. The stamp came out. It was struck soundly against the

signature page. He wrote inside the seal.
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“Is that it?” she asked.

“Yes. You are officially a wealthy young woman.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XIV XIV

Sleep InterruptedSleep Interrupted

right  light  shone through  his  closed  eyelids.  He

was confused. His arm being shaken didn’t seem

correct.

B
“C’mon,  MacDougall,  wake  up!”  said  a  familiar  voice

before cold water was splashed on his face.

“Good  morning,  Ewan,”  he  groaned.  “You  are  not  the

bonnie lass I had hoped to awaken to.”

“No. I am afraid not.”

“Perhaps you would be so kind as to go fetch that fair sister

of yours to attend me?”

“Has sleep addled your brain? I have no sister.”

“Ah, for shame. I feared as much. So it is just your motley

face I will have for company?”

“I am afraid so, Sir.”

“Sir, is it? Am I no longer ‘Brent’ to my midshipman? Are

you now to be Mister Bruce?”
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“Events have transpired, Sir.”

“Have they? Am I no longer ship’s master? Have I been

promoted while in my sleep? Will Captain now seat me at his

table?”

“Your sense of humor is intact, Sir.”

MacDougall noticed that Bruce was nervous, stepping from

one foot to the other. This was not the man’s disposition. He

was a man big of frame, with a calm and sturdy state of mind.

“Help me to sit up.”

MacDougall  looked around the room.  “Why am I  in the

ship’s infirmary? Where is the surgeon?”

“There has been an accident, Sir. I regret to inform that you

are now the most senior crew onboard.”

“What!?” he exclaimed.

In trying to slide off the bed, MacDougall’s legs buckled;

Bruce caught him under the arms, lightly lifting him back upon

his feet.

“Easy. Not too quick.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XV XV

BaggageBaggage

e  woke  into  pitch  blackness.  Eyes  opened  or

closed made no difference. There was a whir of

air entering the room. It was slight, but it had a familiar sound.

This  was  his  room.  The  Captain’s  room,  actually.  But,  he

reminded himself, as he was now the Captain this was his room

—at least for the duration.

H

Reaching  over  to  turn  on  the  light  he  was  startled  to

discover he was not alone in the bed.

A woman’s voice grumbled sleepily in complaint, “cold,”

and pulled at the blanket.

Confused, he forgot about turning on the light, and instead

laid back. How he came to this point in time was not clear.

The woman spoke again, cooing this time, “You are warm.

Come here. Hold me.”
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He wanted to believe this was a dream, and a nice one at

that.  However,  that thought was questioned when she spoke.

He knew that voice.

She pulled herself in and snuggling against him. “Better,”

she said.

His mind spun from the contact, giving up on questioning

himself; he relaxed into her embrace and drifted off, convinced

this was a happy, though improper, dream.

She kissed at his neck until also passing off to sleep.

“Captain?”

He turned, pulling the pillow over his head.

The room spoke again, “Captain?”

“Ah… What?” MacDougall drawled.

“Good. You are awake.”

He realized it was Bruce talking to him over the intercom

in  the  darkened  room.  At  that  moment,  he  had  a  second

realization. He felt at the bed. Finding himself alone, he was

relieved, but also disappointed that it had only been a dream as

it had been a rather nice one.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XVI XVI

Careful of JokesCareful of Jokes

he tunnel had been pounding like a giant had been

beating the outside of it with a club. The noise had

left  her  ears  ringing.  Its  sudden  stop  did  not  bring  relief.

Phantom beats continued. Several occurred before she realized

they were only in her head.

T

The gurney moved, drawing her out of the tunnel. She lay

before Mister Bruce, whose attention remained upon a panel.

He tapped at the screen which changed from a grid of numbers

to a murky picture.

“Any symptoms? Nausea? Irritability? Bloating?”

“Hmm… What?”

“Vomiting would be atypical, but not unexpected. Any of

that? Any changes to your breasts?”

“I certainly don’t know what—”
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“Do you want to know the sex? It is still early; however, an

interpolation  has  a  greater  than  fifty  percent  chance  of

accuracy.”

“Am I pregnant?” she joked.

Bruce’s face remained serious—the expected smirk did not

appear.

From his lack of response, a thrill rushed through her. The

intensity  startled  her  off-balance.  She  exclaimed,  “How can

that be?!!”

“Well, I—”

“I know how that happens, Ewan, it is just that it would be

so soon. Are you sure?”

“Absolutely. Look here,” he said, turning the panel towards

her.

She closed her eyes. “It was only a joke.”

“Excuse me?”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XVII XVII

Arrival of Castle 9Arrival of Castle 9

DR saw to  the  ship’s  ongoing  function.  The  Synie

remained diligent to his bidding. The passengers and

crew  continued  in  hibernation  for  the  duration.  Those  in

simulation  had  been  moved  to  sleep,  joining  the  others  in

trackless oblivion. Time passed for all as the briefest of instant.

C

If  a clock had been counting on Old Terra,  the reported

time when Castle 9’s travels had reached port at Hiort ùr, two

thousand years had passed since a handfast  ribbon had been

purposed twice, joining three individuals.

The passengers and crew were being processed through the

Arrival  awakening. Greta and Ewan again walked the ship’s

deck. They had returned to the hold where they had slept. All

the  viable  capsules  in  the  cell  had  already  been  processed.

There were few remaining. These capsules had failed and were
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awaiting decommissioning. They stood before one. Ewan was

explaining what had gone wrong. He spoke with the detached,

clinical tone of an engineer.

“The  scorched casing  of  the  capsule  and  melting  of  the

receiver mount is indicative that the fuel cell had failed. The

cell  is  constructed  as  a  honeycomb;  the  shape  allows  for  a

greater  power  density.  As  systems  are  maintained  or

reconfigured,  it  is  required  that  the  capsules  have  a  self-

sufficiency for when ship’s power is interrupted.  In nominal

operation, this arrangement is superior; however, if a failure in

a cell within the comb occurs, there is a possibility that it could

cause the adjoining cells to fail, as they share a common wall.

In  this  scenario,  the entire  power unit  will  suffer  a  cascade

failure.  It  would  occur  rapidly.  CDR would  not  be  able  to

intervene with a statistical margin of success; therefore, he is

programmed to only observe and report the failure. The loss of

the  individual  is  deemed  insignificant  to  ship’s  operations.

Upon Arrival, the failed capsules would be decommissioned.”

Greta asked, “Decommissioned?”

“Dumped overboard  into  space in  mass.  The  planet  will

take care of the rest. The capsules would be incinerated like a

small meteor shower.”

“A spacefairing Norse boat funeral.”

“Yes. Quite.”
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XVIII XVIII

A Brief History, Part IIA Brief History, Part II

t was in the time of the Jacobite uprising, before the

Hanoverians  were  vanquished  and  the  House  of

Stuart  was  restored  to  the  throne.  The  Hanoverian  king,

George II had perished in misadventure. His end was met from

a  French  sniper’s  bullet  on  the  field  while  pursuing

gentlemanly adventure in the War of the Austrian Succession.

His retinue had thought him safe hiding in the rear, playing at

the game of war.

I

George’s focus had never been solely upon Great Britain,

his  family  being  firstly  the  Elector  of  Hanover.  He,  as  his

father before, ruled both lands in personal union. Anyway, it

was  the  Parliament  of  the  British  Wigs  who  controlled  the

lands of Great Britain. It was they who had installed his family

after deposing the Stuarts. Always the pliable puppet, George

was but their figurehead.
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The resulting intrigues of succession after George II’s death

upon the field had split the British military, drawing the ranks

into chaos. Discord within the leadership resulted in a rag tag

effort  attempted  against  the  Jacobite  and  French  forces  at

Culloden. The British army had suffered from inferior numbers

and inferior weaponry. The battle ended in a rout.

What forces survived were chased in disorganized retreat

back  through  the  gates  of  London.  Prince  Charles  had

remained  fast  upon  their  heals,  mopping  up  the  stragglers.

Such were met with charity. The kindness the Bonnie Prince

lavished  upon  them  stood  in  great  distinction  against  the

British standing order of no quarter for the Jacobites. A great

many of the British conscripts became caught up in Charles’

wave, building into an army of unstoppable girth.

The  crashing  wave  was  felt  against  the  surviving

Hanoverians.  Their  court  was allowed to depart  back to  the

foreign land of their origin. The Wigs, however, were another

matter. To a man, each walked their last, meeting an end on the

gibbet.

Some thought it excessive what was done to these disloyal

men.  Most  who  remembered  the  prolonged  cruelty  thought

hanging was too quick an out for the likes of them. Regardless,

it  was final.  No one worries about  traitorous plots  from the

dead.
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The  superior  weaponry  of  the  Jacobites  had  been

mentioned.  How  this  came  about  was  quite  an  accident.

Grasped from a small  moment of opportunity,  the course of

history was assured.

It was a fantastic moment of fate. Alexander MacDougall

had been in France seeking support for the Jacobite cause. His

group happened upon a starving Persian and his wife. He took

pity upon their wretched state. With food and drink, the couple

were fed. The Persian apologized for the lack of coin. Instead,

he  had  stories.  With  words,  he  fed  the  MacDougall  chief’s

appetite. He told of the legendary swords of Damascus. How

they  were  light  and  strong,  resistant  to  breaking.  The  edge

maintained  an  incredible  sharpness  without  chipping.  An

opponent’s sword of lesser grade could be sliced through, the

move continuing to cleave the doomed man. And after battle, a

hair dropped against the blade would still be parted twain.

MacDougall had remained in good cheer from the wit of

The  Persian’s  storytelling;  however,  the  boasts  concerning

such swords proved to be too much. Though he had heard of

swords  from  Damascus,  he  had  never  encountered  one  and

considered such talk idle.

The  Persian  had  a  proposal.  He  would  demonstrate  the

prowess of the sword, as he had one in his possession. If his

words  proved  true,  he  would  seek  to  ask  of  MacDougall’s
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protection.  MacDougall  asked  if  the  boasts  could  not  be

proved, what then? The Persian replied that MacDougall would

have the remaining of the evening entertained by further tales

of Eastern adventure. MacDougall agreed, as regardless, he felt

fine respect for this man.

When asked where this magical sword could be found, The

Persian  replied  that  they  must  go  no  further  than  this  very

room. At that moment, he suddenly stood up. The rags he was

wearing were thrown off to reveal fine mail underneath of a

style MacDougall was unacquainted with. His wife, who was

named Jerbai, had stood as well; she also was finely appareled

in similar mail.

The  entourage  was  alarmed  by  this  sudden  transition.

Understandably  so,  as  Hanoverian  assassins  were  not

unknown.  Several  attempts  had  already  been  thwarted.

Passions  were  soothed  when  The  Persian  knelt  before

MacDougall  and  presented  the  fine  weapon.  All  were

enthralled by the blade. It was not polished to a fine sheen like

European blades. Indeed, the finish was rather dull. There was

a  delicate  filigree  of  random  pattern  along  the  length.

MacDougall  felt  at  the  balance  and  swung  the  heft.  Both

proved impressive, he remarked.

A demonstration  was in  order.  Naturally,  it  was to  be a

Scot with a basket-hilted sword facing The Persian. The small

crowd that  had gathered made space for  the two opponents.
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The Scot jested concerning ‘first blood.’ He stepped forward to

begin.  With  a  sidestep and a  slash it  was done.  The  Scot’s

blade was laid twain. The man stood stunned with the stump of

a sword in his hand.

Conversation marveled at this demonstration. MacDougall,

ever the wise, proved at this moment why that was said of him.

He claimed to the public crowd of the alehouse that the Scotch

sword had been damaged in a fracas with the last Hanoverians.

Any spies calling the House of Hanover master, those villains,

had verily to beware. However, this night, the duel they had

witnessed had been but a rehearsal for  a new comedy to be

performed for King Louie’s Court.  ‘Celebrate in our gift for

your amusement.’

Quietly, he turned to The Persian and his wife; they were to

remain under his protection.  Such as they would need it,  he

joked, as perhaps they would be more able to protect himself.

The Persian introduced himself as Ahmad Hemu. He was a

Qizilbash swordsman and master metallurgist. The sword used

in the demonstration was his manufacture. The mail was also

of his creation.

As they were now in private, said garment proved to be the

next topic of discussion. Its construction was nearly as light as

cloth.  The  weave  was  unlike  the  ungainly  attempts  of  the

middle age. Links were shaped and joined in a pattern similar

to curly hair.  Ahmad claimed it was strong enough to stop a
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crossbow bolt. Musket ball or cannon grapeshot were equally

foiled.  The projectile  would not pierce the material,  and the

force  of  the  impact  would  be  spread  over  a  wide  area;

however,  there  would  still  be  some  consequence.  He  then

revealed the padding underneath that would help to lessen the

energy of such blows.

He was asked what of the legs and the important bits down

under? Try to refrain from being attacked in such region, was

his joking response.

Upon return  to  Scotland,  MacDougall  met  with  the clan

chief of the Mackinnons, who were allied as strong Jacobite

supporters. They discussed the ore mines on the Isle of Skye

which  were  in  the  Mackinnon’s  holdings.  Historically,  the

Norse had occupied this island because of the mineral wealth

locked  into  the  rugged  mountains  of  Am  Basteir.  Gold  or

jewels,  frivolous  things  that  dazzle  the  eye,  were  not  to  be

found  there.  It  was  iron  ore,  the  base  ingredient  in  the

manufacture  of  arms  that  provided  the  Norse  the

overwhelming  force  to  acquire  from  others  those  frivolous

things.

Agreement between MacDougall and Mackinnon was met.

The  remoteness  of  the  location  would  prove  useful  for  the

foundry which was to realize The Persian’s craft from thought

into form. The men’s labor was eager to be put to use in this
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new enterprise. Clan Bruce was brought in to add more labor

to the cause.

Alchemy was The Persian’s craft, though he deemed to call

it  Metallurgy.  His  wife  was  partnered  in  this  arcane  labor.

Between them, they spoke in a coded language that no one in

the land could understand. He claimed they used these words

as they were concise to the craft. In reality, it was also to keep

the rites secret.

The  raw  ore  was  retrieved  from  the  mines,  as  per  The

Persian’s oversight. From these, he and his wife combined the

ingredients  into  a  slurry—the  ratios  of  which  were  kept

between the two of them. This slurry was placed in clay jars

with  a  precise  arrangement  of  plant  matter.  The  sealed  jars

were in turn placed into a bellows-driven furnace.

Every  step  was  performed  or  overseen  by  one  of  the

couple.  Even the bellows operation,  as an exact temperature

was  required  to  be  maintained  over  a  proscribed  period.

Afterward,  the  jars  were  removed  from  the  furnace.  Upon

becoming cool enough for handling,  they were broken open.

Inside  was discovered  an  ingot  of  steel,  or  ‘wootz,’  as The

Persian called it. But this was not a wootz as was commonly

known. The famous name was chosen as a disguise. It was in

fact an amalgamation wholly unknown—solely of his creation.

The Persian  had begun the  re-instruction  of  the  Scottish

bladesmiths.  But  it  was  actually  his  wife,  the  Indian  Tamil
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woman  Jerbai,  who  excelled  at  the  craft  and  saw  to

improvement  upon their  prior  efforts.  And truly,  judging by

the results the smiths could now achieve, the prior work had

been crude in comparison.

To speak a moment concerning Jerbai. She was a beautiful

woman. Of heroic build,  strong of arm and back. She could

wield a hammer with a rhythmical accuracy beyond any man.

Those  who  attempted  were  humbled  before  her  superior

prowess, and bawdy good nature. It was spoken that she was

worthy of a Norse tale involving the female warrior clan, the

famed Amazonians.

She said such claims were spoken of other women in her

tribe, as she herself was but a small example in stature—the

runt of her family. Indeed, upon walls of her distant home were

ancient reliefs portraying such gallantry of her sex in battle.

There was a shaded alcove where Ahmad and she met in

secret. The walls shielding this quiet place were sculpted also

in relief. Upon them were ribald scenes of passionate coupling

between  men  and  women.  These  were  her  favorite,  though

such provocative  art  was considered vulgar  in  these modern

times. Regardless, it was their movement of love captured in

stone that inspired her hand, directing hammer against steel.

A pair of twin serpent rings were sourced from the mines

of Skye and a dagger Jerbai had brought from India—the gold
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used for the filigree as well.  The red stones were reputed to

have come from India,  from Jerbai’s  family.  She,  with The

Persian,  forged  the  rings.  The  process,  like  the  slurry  that

created the wootz, was secret.

It occurred during the ceremony when the first sword from

Skye production was brought before Alexander MacDougall. A

ring  was presented  to  his  wife.  Its  mate,  with a  similar  red

stone was presented to Alexander.

The Persian explained the gifts.  Were they accepted,  the

rings proved the joining of he and Jerbai into the MacDougall

household. He explained the red jewels were symbolically of

great  value  to  Jerbai’s  people.  The  color  red  representing

passion in fealty, and the blood passion of the heart.

The rings began a tradition with the MacDougall clan. Each

generation’s chieftain inherited the ring pair with the passing

of the role.

Sadly, Alexander’s ring has not made it to us through time.
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XIX XIX

The Rod of GolemThe Rod of Golem

ulie and Karl had their heads together talking intently.

When Alex came into  the  room,  they stopped short.

Both looked up at him. He sat and placed a small black box in

the  middle  of  the  table.  Glancing  across  them  he  made  no

comment.

J

All  the  while  when Alex had been gone Julie  had  been

nervous.  She had tried  to  hide it,  which came out  as being

excessively chatty, even for herself. She had been going on and

on,  slightly  manic,  about  the  True  Death  of  the  Tacksman,

Reginald Campbell. Karl had been listening, but in fact, he was

more fascinated by this reveal of her personality.

“I am trying to get my head around what you did. How was

it  possible  to  effect  change in  the  past?  It  is  only  a  movie

playback,  after  all.  Yet,  you did just  that.  Alex and I  stood
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witness. In the Twilight you sliced open that tacksman, reached

in and crushed his existence, meeting him True Death.”

“I  don’t  understand either,  except  that  I  overwhelmingly

desired it. He needed to be stopped, and thus he was. Maybe I

always  had  done  that:  I  hadn’t  changed  history.  My action

made it so.”

Julie stared. Her smile had morphed into a manic grin.

This  went  on  for  a  while,  them  staring  silently  at  each

other, until Karl asked, incredulously, “What?”

“Oh, I was just thinking: cafeteria busboy discovers a latent

talent, revealing he is some kind of Super Hero.”

Sarcastically, he said, “Ha-ha. Sure. You know what I was

thinking?”

“Nope. What?”

“Attitude was about to be served which would lead to some

excuse to take us to the bedroom.”

“Hah!  Inevitable  possibilities,  or  are  you  projecting

again?”—taking a breath before continuing—“I don’t need to

make up some excuse. You should know me well enough by

now.”

She  searched  his  eyes  until  a  conclusion  was  reached.

Immediately,  she exclaimed with a mischievous voice, “‘Ah-

ha! she said, light bulb going on.’ Was that a fantasy request?”

A finger went up to perch her chin upon. “I do believe that

might have been a plea to naïve me to concoct such a throw. Is

that what you were getting at? Come to think of it, why require
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the  bedroom?”  She gestured  with  her  hands while  playfully

looking around before focusing the light from her grin back

upon him.

“You are a creative one, Julie.”

“Because I know how much you enjoy that in me, Karl.”

Each in the others mind, they went back to silent staring.

The grin remained shared between them.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XX XX

Interview with the CondemnedInterview with the Condemned

 building’s façade is the window into the soul of the

architect  whose  mastery  of  impression  is  inflicted

upon all those who enter its doors. At the moment, it was Karl

who paused at the base of the stairs. He looked up following

the long narrow lines that merged into the spires’ height. There

were pigeon perched in a cleft.  As he began to climb up the

steps, he wondered: of all the possible birds to resurrect, why

these? What were man’s needs that they fulfilled? Was it that a

city seemed more cold and cruel,  lacking their  presence? Or

was it that they simply reminded of the impermanent nature of

all things?

A

He reached the  top  of  the  steps  before  the  life  of  birds

could be pondered further.  The entrance was a single-person

revolving  door.  Julie  had  told  him to  expect  this  man trap.

After stepping in, it would rotate partially before locking. The
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person would  either  be  processed  before  being  admitted,  or

disposed of, as the case may be.

Wheels  within  the  underground  had been set  in  motion.

The man trap door locked briefly before carrying him into the

interior. The receiving guard did not look up to acknowledge

Karl  as he walked past.  He passed into  the  interior  without

further contact.

The  hard  starkness  of  the  stone  walls  ran  up  to  a  high

ceiling of the same material.  Though he placed his footsteps

softly,  they  echoed  in  this  long  rectangular  box.  Even  his

breath seemed to echo. He looked back at the guard wondering

if the man could hear the beating of his heart, which seemed to

want to leap out of his chest.

Julie had warned him that the High Steward had designed

the entryway to manufacture a feeling of intimidation within

all  who  entered.  Thus,  an  advantage  was  gained  upon  the

minions.  She  told  him  to  remember  her  and  Alex,  and  the

doom they had visited upon the Campbells. He took a breath,

expelling with it the tension of the moment. It was left behind

to evaporate upon the cold floor.

He approached a small door set into a pair of exaggeratedly

tall doors. Before he could reach for the knob, the way opened

automatically.  He entered into a short hall.  Though his head

would not bump against the too low ceiling, it instilled that he

should bow to avoid the possibility. He carried on, still trying

to  keep  his  footsteps  light.  Without  a  word,  a  guard  came
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alongside  him,  matching  his  pace.  A  sheathed  broadsword

danced  at  his  side.  At  the  far  end,  the  portal  view was  of

another room, a grand room adorned with gilded ornaments.

If it wasn’t for her voice calling his name, Karl wouldn’t

have noticed.  Sitting on a bench in an alcove was Julie and

Alex.  He  stopped  and  turned  to  face  them,  but  then  had

concern of the guard. The man remained looking ahead, frozen

in mid-step.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XXI XXI

PlanetsidePlanetside

reta  blinked  from the  bright  light.  She groaned and

tried to raise an arm for relief. The intensity felt like it

was burning a hole through the back of her skull.

G
“Easy now,” a male voice said.

Her eyes refused to focus on the outline of his face, but the

timbre of the man’s voice was soothing. She took a deep breath

and let it out slowly. Before it was exhausted, her arm fell back

to the bed and she was fast asleep.

“Best let  her recover at her own pace.  You have already

waited so long anyway, what is a little more time?”

“Yeah. You would think I would have learned patience by

now. I will return tomorrow, commitments permitting.”

Two sets of feet moved off. Their sound was lost receding

down the corridor.

After  a  moment,  there  was a  light  shuffling  that  moved

around the room. The nearly silent sound of touches upon a
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screen plate went on for a while. Several beeps in confirmation

were  heard,  then  this  set  of  feet  also  moved  off.  The  door

closed quietly behind.

Greta had been unaware at  a conscious level.  Something

deeper in her had stirred in response to the voices. There was

movement in her belly, as if in confirmation.

She  was  sitting  up  in  bed  spooning  ice  cream  into  her

mouth-hole when they came in.  Their  presence in  the room

increased  the  air  pressure  causing  the  attending  nurse  to  be

jetted  out.  The  nurse  gave  a  last  look  across  the  room’s

occupants before disappearing. On her face was an expression

of concern mixed with worry.

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XXII XXII

Tomorrow's Promise of Another DayTomorrow's Promise of Another Day

reta  came  into  the  room  looking  a  little  worse  for

wear.  Karl  was  aware  of  her  presence,  though  he

pretended there  was something of  interest  on the tablet  that

required attention. His fingers danced upon it in response. The

remnants  of  his  breakfast  and  a  steaming  mug  of  tea  were

before him.

G

Looking up after an appropriate pause, he said, in a cheery

voice, “Morning sleepyhead.”

Greta  stared  before  grunting,  “Huh.”  She  dragged  out  a

chair and sat heavily across from him.

Karl reviewed her state. Waves of long hair fell about her

face; they took care of themselves. There was moisture from

splashed water while attending her toilet. He thought, it would

require more than water to take care of the dark, puffy circles

around her eyes.

“Shall I make you a cuppa tea, dear?”
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Greta nodded silently in confirmation.

He returned with a steaming mug, placing it in front of her.

She  added  sugar,  two  heaping  scoops,  and  a  splash  of

cream.

Karl watched her deliberate movements while waiting for

her to notice the print on the mug—a re-creation of one that

Julie had given him.  It  had been specifically  chosen for  her

mood. She pushed at it  to read the print,  then continued the

pivot to discover the image, a raccoon.

“‘Sometimes I feel it when you are down on your knees.’

Something you want to say with that, Karl?”

“Just a lyric.  Trying to get a rise out of ya,  or maybe a

grin.”

“Picture is nice. Is that a sunrise or sunset behind the little

bandit?”

“Either. It is up to you.”

She thought for a moment before saying with conviction,

“Sunrise.”

“Good of you, dear. I often feel the same.”

“But not always, Dad?”

“Daughter,  living  my number of years,  one is  careful  of

that word: ‘always’ is an awfully long time.”

“Even without your years, I’ve come to realize that just one

night can seem a long time.”
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For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XXIII XXIII

Elusiveness of EventsElusiveness of Events

immy remained quietly looking across the clearing to

where the deer had bounded off, disappearing into the

brush.

J
Karl  turned on the  bench to  meet  Joni’s  gaze.  Her  eyes

pleaded to him before she spoke, unsure of herself, “But that’s

not how I remember it at all. I arrived only a few years ago. I

was given a position at  the sanitarium.  You were there,  my

first patient. I was your nurse. From the first time we spoke,

you were kind to me. Somehow, I knew you’d be taking care

of  me more  than I  would you.  What  a  weird  thought  for  a

nurse to have concerning her charge.”

She had been touching at her face unconsciously. Realizing

what  was  going  on,  her  other  hand  stopped  the  nervous

movement,  restraining  it  to  her  lap.  Her  attention  followed.

Looking down, she continued, “There it was though, plain as
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can be. I had been afraid to let on. How could I possibly admit

this to you?”

Her  hand  tightened  its  grip  on  the  wayward  one  lest  it

escape.  “Looking  back,  I  see  now  how  petty  that  fear  had

been.”

“Fear of rejection?”

“Yes.”  The  word  was  spoken  before  it  could  be  pulled

back. She thought for a moment, becoming distant, and then

her eyes widened, “I could not have attended Jimmy’s birth! I

met them just a few days ago! They haven’t been to visit you

before. Why was that!?”

For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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CCHAPTERHAPTER XXIV XXIV

Leaving TownLeaving Town

e woke disoriented in a familiar bed. Heat of the

plush comforter  had  made him hot.  The  sheets

were wet as a result. This must have been going on through the

night.

H
Feeling across the bed, he was alone. That wasn’t a surprise

as he had retired alone.  For a brief moment,  disappointment

flickered  through  his  head  that  he  had  remained  so.  Cheri

coming to him in the night had been a wakeful dream. She had

been so real,  looking and acting the coquettish role as when

they first met. She teased at him and he fumbled in response. It

took her firm attitude to lead them to their destination.

They laid back afterwards relaxing in the lubricant of each

other’s  sweat.  He  began  to  drift  off  back  to  sleep.  A  last

amusing thought passed that he was falling asleep in a dream.

Would that mean he would have to wake up twice to actually

be awake?
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For  the  rest  of  this  chapter  and  all  the  others,  please

purchase this book.  Available at the author's site, deppli.com
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ABOUT JEFF HAYES

Jeff Hayes has been working for many years as a Software

Engineering Consultant- not to be confused with his evil-twin,

of  no  relation.  Now located  in  Switzerland  as  an  employee

with a financial  firm,  he has found several hours free in his

daily commute. Daydreaming out the carriage window on the

green Swiss countryside, the idea came to him to consider the

train commute as renting a public space office. Balancing the

distraction  of  the  fellow  passengers  with  life  within  office

space  cube  walls,  thus  began  Jeff's  side  work  realizing  his

thoughts into words.

Though many pets and a few horses have graced Jeff's life,

he presently finds himself pet free, for the short term.
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CONNECT WITH JEFF HAYES

Jeff  enjoys talking with his readers for  reflections words

can  bring.  Their  impressions  can  be  fascinating  and

unexpected.

He can be reached at his website, deppli.com
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Summary

Atmosphere, a novel.

Karl has found himself a long way from the ruined world

that  bore  him.  As  a  young  man,  winning  a  transportation

lottery seemed like a stroke of good fortune. The land of New

Kilda promised to provide opportunity to raise himself and his

family  out  of  poverty  of  feudal  society.  The  catch  was  he

would have to leave his former life behind if he was to survive.

Scottish  chieftains  that  ruled  the  Old  World  since  the

British defeat maintained their dominion upon the New World.

An underground  group of  settlers  hoped to  overthrow these

oppressors. Aiding them is the discovery that there had been

earlier  inhabitants on New Kilda,  the  Anasazi. Though these

ancient  ones had disappeared in the distant past,  the magick

they  left  behind  remains.  Magick  that  Karl  discovers  he  is

particularly adept at channeling.
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